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Abstract 

Title:   Long term cost efficiency through green management control systems. 

Authors:  Nancy Vukania &Xiaochen Qin 

Supervisor: Åsa Karin-Engstrand 

Background: The worldwide financial crisis of 2008 has reconfigured the economic turf 

leading to a more uncertain and turbulent playing field – a greater challenge for business 

strategy and the quest for optimization- The oil price hike of 2008 (Furlong 2010)1 caused 

its rippling effect to affect various cost categories including energy, labor and logistics thus 

causing a roller coaster business decision making process regarding outsourcing, off 

shoring and internal control and cutting short the decision making term to make room for 

adjustments. Amidst this high volatility and turbulence of factor markets coupled with 

fierce competitor activity, organizations are being drawn towards alternative sources of cost 

advantage which can enable them pursue long-term profitability.  

Aim: With this research, we intend to introduce an idea of cost efficiency which in the long 

term has the potential to develop into cost leadership for mature public organizations who 

are facing uncontrollable instabilities from the external business eco-system as well as 

international legislation regarding environmental sustainability (United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change) 2 . We aim to do this through studying an Energy 

performance contracting (EPC) project currently being undertaken by Landstinget I 

Östergotland (LIO), the county council of the province of Östergotland in Sweden.  

Results: We aim to prove- based on the results of the studied EPC project and the literature 

on green technology and management control systems- that the interplay of green 

technological systems and management control techniques can in the long term achieve 

substantial cost saving  and profit making differentials that are sustainable, eco-friendly and 

subject to further development.  

Key Phrases/Words: Cost strategy, Management control, Green technology, Long-term 

Sustainability 

Paper Type: Research Paper 

 

                                                                 
1 http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/business/energy-environment/oil-petroleum-and-gasoline/index.html 

[2011, 02/26] 
2
 http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php  

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/business/energy-environment/oil-petroleum-and-gasoline/index.html
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will outline the total overview of the project work.  It will present the fundamental 

background of the research questions and outlines the objective, limitations, methodology and 

structure of the study. It will usher the reader into the subsequent chapters of the thesis. 

1.1 Background 

Taking a cue from Porter (1998), we can say that competitive strategy borders around either a 

cost or a differentiation strategy. Organizations in their mature stage of the industry life cycle, 

according to Grant (2010) tend to compete on the basis of cost advantage.  Cost advantage has 

been tackled in by mature organizations basically by outsourcing labour and other input factors 

and offshoring of entire plants and units to countries with cheaper factor inputs. We refer to this 

trend as seeking external options for strategic solutions. However, amidst this high volatility and 

turbulence of factor markets as a result of the economic and financial breakdown of 2008 and its 

attendant fierce competitor activity regarding cost efficiency and effectiveness, organizations are 

being drawn towards alternative sources of cost advantage which can enable them pursue long-

term profitability. The global financial crisis and the constantly changing economic playing field 

has initiated a wave of uncertainty in economic strategy where organizations can no longer rely 

completely on outsourcing, offshoring and expansion to take advantage of scale economies,  to 

achieve cost efficiency. This is mainly due to constantly changing variables regarding the 

elimination of trade barriers, labour reforms, increased labour mobility and increased 

unionization and bargaining power, environmental constraints on factor inputs (production 

materials) and other international regulations. As factor (factors of production) costs fluctuate 

and change, we believe that it has become increasingly unsustainable and uncontrollable to 

achieve long term cost efficiency through the traditional methods of cost strategy.  

In this regard, we believe that organizations should increasingly embark on strategic innovations 

that move towards controllable elements in cost strategy which will be long term and substantial 

for future viability. The thesis intends to embark on investigation a new view point in cost 

strategy that is entirely under the control of the organization. This view is an inward looking 

strategy and can be likened to the resource based view of the firm emphasized by Barney, Clark 

(2007) . For mature organizations which are facing uncontrollable instabilities from the external 

business eco-system, this research looks at a possibility of harnessing the strength of internal 

control systems to achieve cost savings in the long term.  

With cost as the point of departure, variable costs which include operational or overhead costs 

can be controlled and brought to the barest minimum if management is able to control the agents 

and processes incurring the costs. It is therefore imperative that the right control mechanisms are 

put in place and embedded in organizational culture in order to perpetuate cost saving attitude 

and practices.  
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Management control systems according to Merchant, Van der Stede (2007) are a powerful way 

to influence behavior. The types of control systems the writer elaborates on – results, action and 

personnel/cultural controls- make it possible for employees to act in a manner desirable by the 

organization, that is; congruent with the organization‟s best interests.  Action and 

personnel/cultural controls are the points of interests in this research.  Action controls serve to 

prevent undesirable behaviors which translate into cost and irregularities while cultural/personnel 

controls build on employees‟ natural tendencies to control and/or motivate themselves  

(Merchant, Van der Stede 2007) especially in terms of self-monitoring, as well as group 

monitoring which guides the behavior of individuals in a collectivity. Drawing on these features 

of management control systems, we cannot discuss cost control in isolation of management 

control since management control failures can lead to large financial losses and possibly 

organizational failure (Merchant, Van der Stede 2007).  

Green technology has been high on the agenda of governments and organizations for some time 

now (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change3). While green technology 

evokes safety and eco-friendly benefits and is normally incorporated in the corporate social 

responsibility portfolio, it also evokes efficiency. Green technology applications are normally a 

cost adding venture as part of upholding to emerging international standard regulations. I n our 

view, clean technology infusion into management control is sustainable, controllable and has 

enormous cost saving abilities that are seldom pursued or even yet to be explored.  

In this thesis, we will use empirical evidence to try to bring to light the possibility of internally 

controlling costs incurred in an organization in order for significant long term savings to be 

achieved. We will build on theoretical evidence by giving empirical evidence of cost savings 

regarding our case organization Landstinget I Östergötland (LIO) and the Energy Performance 

Contract (EPC) Project that they are currently undertaking; to quantitatively and qualitatively 

prove or refute our proposition. 

Researchers who have explored strategies for organizations to achieve effective cost advantages  

(Djavanshir 2005, Groth, Kinney 1994, Lankford, Parsa 1999, McIvor 2011, Panzar, Willig 

1981, Porter 2004) have mostly dwelled on cost drivers that are controlled by external factors - 

economics of scale, scope, controlling labor cost, and exploiting outsourcing and offshoring. 

These drivers are common to both public and private sector organizations. In the public sector 

however, cost drivers such as; product attributes e.g. health, education; institutional factors, and 

government policy- which are largely internal factors- are the most relevant determinants of cost 

(Trond 2000). Proponents of public sector efficiency improvement theory known as New Public 

Management NPM); (Frank H.M. Verbeeten 2011, Stock, McDermott 2011), focus on 

management practices from the private sector to improve public sector management. Cost 

recovery in New Public Management focuses on transparency in transfers among other 

government units. The private sector cost management systems elaborated by Frank H.M. 

                                                                 
3
 http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php 
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Verbeeten (2011) aid politicians to be more efficient and reduce costs and improve resource 

allocation. In a recent research paper on “Operational and contextual drivers of hospital costs” 

Stock, McDermott (2011) state that health care mangers are currently focussing on addressable 

internal activities with the hope that investments in increased operational effectiveness will  

directly improve their patient costs (pg. 143). Stoy and Kytzia, (2008) as cited by (Sliteen, 

Boussabaine & Catarina 2011) state that: in the past, building designers aimed to minimize initial 

construction costs alone. However, during the 1930s many building users began to discover that 

the running costs of buildings had significant impact on the occupiers‟ budget. The cost of 

maintenance is represented by indicators which are related to relevant operational cost drivers, 

(pg. 266-267). This serves as an example of opinions expressed by proponents of alternative cost  

drivers drawn towards internal operational issues.  

Albeit these developments in identifying cost drivers in public organizations, this thesis shifts 

attentions to internal factors based on developments in green technology and our findings will 

prove whether or not mature public sector organizations, in the long term, can achieve substantial 

cost savings which can translate into cost leadership while highlighting the limitations of 

conventional cost efficiency strategies. Accordingly we develop a new system-Green 

Management Control System- to guide organizations in embedding green technology into their 

internal control systems and the involvement of the entire organizational body in the process, 

thereby infusing “green behavior” into organizational culture and practice in order to achieve and 

sustain eco-friendly cost efficiency over the long term.   

  1.2 Purpose/Objective 

The purpose of this thesis is to present a model of long term cost efficiency strategy through the 

fusion of internal control and green technology by studying an Energy Performance Contracting 

(EPC) project undertaken by Landstinget i Östergötland LIO. This is in order to analyze green 

management control systems‟ contribution to long-term cost efficiency in non-profit public, 

mature organizations.  The focus on non-profit public, mature organizations is due to the fact 

that, public organizations have other priorities other than earning profits. They are generally 

formed with the goal of offering services to develop and improve the standard of society in terms 

of economic, social environmental humanitarian challenges (Prugsamatz 2010). Furthermore, at 

the mature stage of a company‟s tenure,  it controls a sizable market but experiences slow growth 

therefore, in order not to progress into the stage of decline, the organization has to rethink its 

strategies regarding cost/benefit analysis, growth, innovation, etc. in order to stay afloat (Maurer, 

Heil, 2011)4.  We assume that, a public institution at this stage of operations may, even though 

with less regard for competitive behavior, have exploited all the traditional means of managing 

cost. Faced with financial constraints due to their non-profit nature and highly expensive 

operations, invasion of the non-profit sector by for-profit organizations with competing standards 

                                                                 
4
 http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/encyclopedia/Oli-Per/Organizational-Life-Cycle.html 
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of service and a decline in public confidence (Prugsamatz 2010), this sort of institution is more 

likely to require new methods of cost advantage for long term sustainability.  

Our study objective is to examine GMCS at LIO as a consequence of their EPC project. We will 

develop and recommend a GMCS model based on theory and our analysis of the results of the 

EPC project at LIO. 

Theoretically, we aim at making a contribution to the literature on long term cost efficiency 

through drawing attention to an alternative and supportive means of saving cost – green 

management control systems- and proposing  a model than can be adapted to leverage this 

alternative.  We will present the notion of organizational culture as a primary enab ling factor for 

this alternative. In business practice, it presents a cost leadership phenomenon that is practical 

and implementable for mature organizations through empirical evidence from a public service, 

non-profit organization. 

1.3 Problem formulation 

Green management control system (GMCS) is a concept of cost management that pertains to 

internal control. Until the recent economic trends of instability and uncertainty, cost strategies 

have bordered around conventional methods with outsourcing, scale and scope economies and 

offshoring being some of the cost drivers. However, fluctuations in factor costs mean that 

organizations require alternative sources to control and cost minimization, and to do so in the 

long term. We intend to investigate the mature non-profit public organization, which by the 

description on page 5, more so requires this alternative cost management concept.  

The main focus of this thesis will be to investigate and validate the following research questions: 

 Question 1: Compared to conventional methods in cost efficiency, what is the character 

of the green management control system and which organizations can use this system?  

 Question 2: How do result, action and personnel control function in the green 

management control system? 

 Question 3: What are the enabling factors for the effectiveness of Green Management 

Control System? 

1.4 Theoretical Frame of Reference 

Considering the area of study we have chosen, our reference covers three main fields of study- 

competitive strategy with cost as the main focus; Management control systems covering action, 

result and personnel control with a keen interest in cultural control; and finally clean technology. 

These disciplines, we believe are exhaustive in their capacity to frame our subject and give 

insight to our research agenda.  
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1.5 Methodology: Philosophical and descriptive method 

From a philosophical view point, Amaratunga, Baldry (2001) state that research like any human 

action is grounded on philosophical perspectives, implicitly or explicitly (pg.95). Drawing on 

Easterby-Smith (1991), Amaratunga, Baldry (2001) conclude that understanding the 

philosophical positioning of research can clarify alternative designs and methods for a particular 

research and also identify which are more likely to work in practice. Klein, Myers (1999) argues 

that there are two different philosophical perspectives for guiding research analysis, namely 

interpretive and hermeneutic perspectives. Interpretive research normally paves the way for 

understanding human thought and action in social and organizational contexts, thus the use of 

this method will aid us uncover deep insights into the non-profit oriented public sector context 

and how the sector can relate to green management control systems. 

Our dominant descriptive method is a qualitative research approach involving a case study. The 

case study analyzes Energy performance contracting (EPC) at Landstinget i Östergötland (LIO) 

Qualitative research normally takes the form of descriptions of things and is useful for providing 

in-depth information on some specified characteristics (Hair et al. 2007a). In qualitative research, 

discoveries are made regarding hidden motivations and values (Hair et al. 2007a).We are 

employing this approach due to the need for subjective opinion required by some of our 

questions. Compared to quantitative research purposes of testing hypothesis, the objective is to 

analyze an ongoing project. We are focused on qualitative analysis rather than finding the final 

outcomes of our enquiries, though the outcome is relevant in confirming the models we will 

propose for future use. On the other side, since our research tracks the ongoing trends in cost 

competitive strategy as well as presents factual data on our case, we will support our qualitative 

work with some quantitative data representing the current state of affairs regarding the EPC 

project at LIO.  

Our research strategy serves various aims. The aims suggested in Onwuegbuzie, Leech (2006)  

are; to predict, add to the knowledge base, measure change, understand complex phenomena, test 

new ideas, examine the past, among others. In view of those objectives, they argue that a 

research design can be followed by any or a mix of these modes; exploration, description, 

explanation, prediction and/or influence (pg 479). (Hair et al. 2007b) however, limit the modes to 

exploratory, descriptive and causal. Where they describe an exploratory design as one employed 

when there is little theoretical information on the subject and as such designed to explore and 

unearth new relationships and trends and to test specific research questions. While they say, a 

descriptive research describes a situation by providing a measure of elements; they refer to a 

causal research design as one which tests if one event causes another (Hair et al. 2007b). 

Examining our frame of reference discussed in section 1.4, we experienced a shortage of 

information with regard to the clean technology framework  as well as on Management Control 

Systems. In addition, we describe features and processes pertaining to our subject matter. To 
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guide the development of research questions, our research design has both descriptive and 

explorative features 

1.6 Structure of study  

The thesis is organized in following sequence:  

Chapter one outlines the total overview of the project work.  It presents the fundamental 

background of the research. Presents the research questions and outlines the purpose and 

objective, methodology and structure of the study.  

Chapter two introduces a literary review of traditional methods of achieving and sustaining 

competitive cost advantage in the context of public organizations. We present authors‟ 

arguments on different cost advantage drivers (Porter 2004, Horngren et al. 1999). The most 

common drivers a company adopts -expanding economics of scales, constraining inputted costs, 

innovating production techniques and updating production design- are elaborated along with 

their limitations for long-term sustenance.  

The following chapter presents the new cost strategy model -Green management control system- 

in theory and from an empirical standpoint.  Based on this foundation, we will introduce 

prerequisite conditions for the functioning of this new system. This chapter also presents the 

environmental effects of green management control.  

The aim of chapter four is primarily using a case study to answer questions 1, 2 and 3. We will 

present an empirical case along with quantitative and qualitative data from interviews as well as 

data collected from online sources in order to answer our questions. The case is a study of 

Landstinget i Östergötland- the county council of Östergötland Province in Sweden. The 

institution is currently undertaking and Energy performance contracting Project. We deem this 

project a valid tool in analyzing GMCS. 

The final chapter- five- will contain concluding analysis and discussion of our findings, 

including objective recommendations for future research in this field. 

CHAPTER 2: COST- CONVENTIONAL COST STRATEGY 

This chapter attempts to explain a description of widely recognized traditional cost strategies. 

Under this theme, researchers cite diverse incidents of cost drivers and their relative importance 

to total costs incurred. The cost drivers discussed in this chapter relate to every form of 

organization be it for-profit, non-profit, mature or start-ups. We begin with an introduction of the 

concept of cost and cost efficiency in competitive strategy based on previous literature in the 

field. The following part mainly explains cost strategies involving an overview of principle cost 

drivers with a distinction between controllable and uncontrollable cost drivers and concludes 

with an appraisal of the traditional cost strategies discussed.  
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2.1 The Concept of Cost and Cost Efficiency: Historical View 

As defined by Encyclopedia Britainnica5: “Cost, in common usage, is the monetary value of 

goods or services that producers and consumers purchase.” In business terms, a company 

acquires needed goods or services by paying an amount of money i.e. Euros, Pounds, Dollars, etc 

(Koyuncugil, Ozgulbas 2010. pg.33). This monetary amount is referred to as cost.  In business, 

retail, and accounting, a cost is the value of money that has been used up to produce something, 

and hence is not available for use anymore. In economics, a cost is an alternative that is given up 

as a result of a decision (Wikipedia 20116).  For our purposes, we are interested in cost as the 

value of money that has been used up in production and as such is not available anymore.  

Efficiency, taken at face value refers to a measureable concept, quantitatively determined by the 

ratio of output to maximal possible output capability of a specific application of effort to produce 

a specific outcome effectively, with a minimum amount or quantity of waste, expense, or 

unnecessary effort (Wikipedia 20117). A company‟s main objective is to be profitable hence the 

need for cost efficiency. Some authors point out that cost efficiency indicates how a company 

uses limited actual costs to produce the maximum output mix (Krasnikov, Jayachandran & 

Kumar 2009) and in a timely fashion. In general, reducing and limiting input costs is the most 

commonly adopted strategy for boosting profit.  Horngren et al. (1999) have proposed that 

unique consequences are only generated by successful cost reduction and its unique impacts on 

creation of value for a company and its customers. Also, Koyuncugil, Ozgulbas (2010)  express a 

similar opinion that “cost efficiency efforts frequently focus on two key areas, one; doing only 

value-added activities, that is; those activities that customers perceive as adding value to the 

products or service they purchase; and two; managing the use of the cost drivers in those value-

added activities.” (pg.33) 

Conventional methods place cost reduction in terms of input material, offshoring and 

outsourcing, downsizing, etc. In this sense, it is important to undertake efficient cost analysis in 

order that an organization understands which costs can be reduced to the barest minimum 

without compromising value and quality and which costs cannot.  

However, growing turbulence in the marketplace has resulted in the inability of companies to 

consistently reduce costs with regard to one particular cost driver. The traditional drivers such as 

outsourcing, downsizing, and product innovation are subject to external influences and as such 

cannot guarantee a sustained cost efficiency effort. These influences are inevitable market 

dynamics that determine the magnitude and direction of price and costs across inputs.  Public 

organizations are not exempt from leveraging traditional cost drivers. In the new public 

management (NPM) theory, Frank H.M. Verbeeten (2011) cites Hood (1995) who notes that 

                                                                 

5
 http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/139454/cost  [07-03-2011, 2011] 

6
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost 

7
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficiency. 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/139454/cost
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficiency
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“key aspects of NPM include a focus on the reduction of budgets, decentralization of activities to  

corporatized units, an emphasis on performance management and the prominence of managerial 

accountability. In addition, NPM suggests that the activities of public sector organizations should 

be “marketized”, i.e. that organizations should define products and services which are sold to 

“customers”. The recognition of customers tends to be associated with greater choice 

opportunities, rather than a common service provision for all citizens (pg. 492). Therefore  since 

many western countries have already adopted NPM initiatives (ter Bogt et al. 2010) such as life 

cycle modelling and benchmarking, to manage their buildings more efficiently (Sliteen, 

Boussabaine & Catarina 2011), we logically deduce the existence and further development of 

economic rationality, and the need to respond to market forces, in the public sector. It follows 

consequently that public organizations leverage traditional cost strategies in the same measure as 

private organizations and traditional cost drivers are largely important to the sector.  

We will in the following section, discuss cost advantage strategies that have been conventionally 

employed by organizations in their attempt to be cost efficient. It is to be noted that these cost 

drivers are widely applied by organizations regardless of their characteristics.  

2.2 Cost Advantage Strategy: Conventional Cost strategies 

Within a fast-moving business environment where timeliness is a defining factor for advantage, 

companies have to couple speed with cost efficiency and thus strategists are continually in search 

of innovative business models that can enable the simultaneous leverage of both strategies. With 

this fast trend in the competitive game, an organization is obligated to have a competitive 

strategy that keeps input costs to the barest minimum while enabling speed to market, to sustain 

long-term profitability over its competitors. An organization appropriates superior economic 

returns over its rivals in two ways: either providing a homogeneous product or service at lower 

cost or supplying a differentiated product or service which customers are willing to pay a 

premium price for (Coyne, Coyne & Coyne 2010). Similarly, Porter (2004) supports this 

argument and develops an equivalent theory in his Generic Competitive Strategy which asserts 

that a firm possesses competitive advantage in three basic ways - cost advantage, differentiation 

advantage and focus.  

Historically, strategic management has emphasized cost advantage as the primary basis for 

competitive advantage (Grant 2010. pg.229). If a firm creates a favorable cost position vis-á-vis 

its competitors, the firm is more likely to gain a greater advantage in terms of market share 

which translates into greater sales volume or service patronization and consequently augmented 

revenues. Moreover, since firms in an industry usually compete through price proximity in order 

to appropriate a major share of the market, it is logical to conclude that cost advantage 

complements the implementation of a differentiation strategy. Grant argues that cost advantage is 

prerequisite for differentiation (Grant 2010). Therefore, the issue of cost efficiency is imperative 

even if a firm chooses to differentiate its product. 
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The question therefore is how an organization can effectively reach and sustain an enhanced cost 

position. Recently, an increasing number of experienced managers recognize that the most 

critical parameter is operational and administrative cost efficiency. The implication is that 

organizations require optimal reduction in operational expenses; energy, water, labor, etc, in 

order for improved economic returns or revenues to be realized.   

Groth, Kinney (1994) suggest that there exists a sets of factors that potentially influence a 

company‟s expenses, for example, interest rates, taxes, operational expenses including labor cost, 

material usage, etc. Porter (2004) in presenting his view on cost drivers (or cost determinants) 

terms them as a number of factors that influence a firms‟ cost per unit of output. The most 

commonly identified measurable drivers include economies of scale and scope (offshoring), 

production techniques, economies of learning, product design (process innovation and re-

engineering), input costs (labour, technology and service outsourcing), downsizing and capacity 

utilization, with the immeasurable residual efficiency at the bottom of the list (Grant, 2010, 

pg.231). He further argues that, economies of scale and scope (offshoring) and input costs 

(labour, technology and service outsourcing) are the most widely employed drivers (pg.231). 

These drivers as sources of cost advantage vary across industries, across organizations within an 

industry and across different activities within an organization. Identifying the cost drivers and 

their relative importance paves the way for a company to improve its cost position relative to its 

competitors and guides how it can improve its cost efficiency. The norm is to combine several 

cost drivers to pursue cost advantage strategy. 

Historically, organizations have mainly leveraged measurable cost determinants at the expense of 

immeasurable ones in their value chain cost analysis. However, per unit costs differentials 

persistently prevail even after considering all the measurable cost drivers. A current shift towards 

operational cost advantage has drawn attention to residual inefficiency as a primary cost driver. 

According to Grant (2010) residual efficiency depends on a firm‟s ability to eliminate 

organizational slack, that is; surplus costs that keep the firm from maximum-efficiency 

operations (pg.239). 

Stock, McDermott (2011) suggests that operational efficiency and contextual facto rs contribute 

vastly to reducing overall care cost across hospitals, in the long-term. Cost advantage strategy in 

part of an organization‟s long-term strategy and therefore internally controllable cost drivers will 

ensure stability and a means of sustainability.  

We further investigate the above mentioned conventional cost advantage drivers in the upcoming 

section. 

2.2.1 Cost Advantage Drivers  

Cost drivers can be categorized into two main dimensions; controllable and uncontrollable 

(Groth, Kinney 1994). Controllable costs are those within management‟s restraint. These costs 
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are operational and mainly internal. Thus an organization can control their limits. They include 

material (energy, water, paper) usage cost.  On the other hand, uncontrollable costs which 

include externally determined interest rates on borrowing, taxes, rent, cost of outsourced labour, 

technology or services, are largely beyond the manipulation of management. Thus, as market 

economics change and these costs change as a result, a firm can only adjust its terms to suit real-

time movements and is unable to comfortably strategize for the long term sustenance of 

competitive advantage. Koyuncugil, Ozgulbas (2010) have recognized the extent to which level 

of change in total cost is caused by the level of change in cost drivers. This approach he adds 

enhances the possibility of integrating cost drivers of business functions into the value chain. 

Conventionally, an organization will either leverage one or combine several of the following cost 

drivers.   

Economies of Scale, Scope and Learning 

According to Grant (2010) , scale economies exist wherever proportionate increases in the 

amounts of inputs employed in a production process result in lower unit cost (pg.232).  The 

primary element for scale economies is fixed cost where the minimum efficient scale of 

operations is clearly defined (Schmalensee 1981), as such when the fixed costs are spread over 

larger volumes of output, the firm enjoys scale economies. Firms in all categories of industries 

can enjoy scale economies. In operations such as purchasing, advertising, distribution, health and 

R&D organizations can leverage size due to indivisibility of resources, technical input-output 

relationships and specialization (Grant 2010) to enjoy lesser incurred costs for a more than 

proportionate increase in volumes of output.  

In the average long-run cost curve (LRAC) depicted above, with input cost (C) on the Y-axis and 

quantity (Q) on the x-axis, it shows that an increase in factor prices from .09 to .12 corresponds 

to a more than proportionate increase in level of output from point U to point V. Scope 

economies in the same vain represents cost saving but in this sense arising as a result of the 

scope of a business. Drawing on Panzar, Willig (1981), the emergence of multi-product firms in 

perfectly competitive markets is as a result of the cost economies associated with combing the 

production of two or more product lines in one firm rather than producing them separately 

In this sense, the total cost of combining production is sub-additive, meaning that it is less than 

producing or providing the commodities separately.  

Organizations exploit economies of scope in an attempt to be cost efficient through optimizing 

excess capacity and sharable inputs e.g. a production plant, diagnostic facilities in health 

organizations, etc. 
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FIGURE 1: Long Run Average Cost Curve; Economies of Scale  

 

Source: The Pennsylvania State University8 

Economies of learning as presented by Grant (2010) involve increased individual skills and 

dexterity and hence improved organizational routines. The learning economies concept is based 

on the learning curve. The curve in Spence's (1981) terms, relates unit costs to accumulated 

volume over time.  

FIGURE 2: Wright‟s Learning Curve Model 

 

Source: Management and Accounting Web9 

In the model,  

Y = the cumulative average time (or cost) per unit.  
X = the cumulative number of units produced.  

a = time (or cost) required to produce the first unit.  
b = slope of the function 

                                                                 
8
http://www.personal.psu.edu/~dxl31/econ2/Spring_2006/ lecture19.html  

9
 http://maaw.info/LearningCurveSummary.htm 

http://www.personal.psu.edu/~dxl31/econ2/Spring_2006/lecture19.html
http://maaw.info/LearningCurveSummary.htm
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The model demonstrates that the cumulative average time and cost will decrease by 20 percent 

each time output doubles. This translates that average time decreases with increases in 

cumulative quantity, meaning that as learning takes place over time, increased dexterity and 

improved organizational routines shorten production time per head. 

Thus, scale, scope and learning economies have been successful to a large extent as long term 

cost strategies for many firms. They are relevant cost drivers in public and private sectors alike 

regardless of the services or products they manufacture.  

Production techniques: Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) 

BPR is defined as the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to 

achieve dramatic improvements in critical contemporary measures of performance such as cost, 

quality, and service and speed (Hammer, Champy 1993.pg.17). According to Grant (2010), for 

most goods and services, alternative processes exist (pg.234). BPR encompasses automation of 

processes that are labor intensive for efficiency and also an overhaul of inefficient organizational 

processes Hammer and Champy as cited in (Grant 2010) 

Trond (2000) refers to BPR as an executional activity cost driver, regarding refinement in how 

an activity is organized and executed. (Hammer, Champy 1993) cite an empirical example of 

process re-engineering at IBM Credit which resulted in a reduction in credit processing from 6 

days to four hours, from the time the request is made.  Also the assembly time for a Model T at 

Ford was reduced from 106 hours to 6 hours between 1912 and 1914 (Grant 2010). While 

Innovation and re-engineering are normally part of organizational change processes, they 

fundamentally cut down real- time operational and transactional cost in both service and 

manufacturing sectors. 

BPR is crucial in the quest for cost efficiency for both public and private institutions whether 

they are into manufacturing or services since it involves refinement and redesign of business 

processes which are the fundamental productive activity of organizations, thus, the primary unit 

of incurred costs in every organization.  

Input costs  

Inputs in economic sense denote any element that goes into the production and modification of 

an end product which has monitory or economic value.  Inputs include labor, raw materials, time, 

devices, etc. Firms in the same industry pay varying prices for identical inputs due to 

differentials in sourcing. Grant (2010) describes these differentials as: 

 Location Advantages 

 Ownership of low-cost inputs 

 Nonunion labor 

 Bargaining power. (pg.231) 
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Input procurement has traditionally involved either in-house acquisition of inputs or outsourcing 

and offshoring. Successful implementation of outsourcing and offshoring cost strategies is a 

fundamental means to a strong competitive advantage over rivals in an industry where products 

are homogenous and there is little room for differentiation by investing manufacturing 

production in low-cost regions, usually developing countries where input costs are lower.  

Many companies started to outsource non-core functions, distribution, manufacturing and R&D-

related activities in lower-cost locations (Spee, Douw 2003). Such low-cost regions such as 

China, Vietnam, India, Mexico, etc provide raw material and labor cost advantages and 

workforce availability (Spee, Douw 2003). Reducing labor and operation costs insure a company 

to gain a competitive advantage (Djavanshir 2005). Other benefits of outsourcing and offshoring 

include flexibility in rapidly reacting to changing customer needs, proximity and speed to 

market, access to technology innovation, dominating creative ideas, etc. As a consequence, it is 

common practices for companies to adopt low-cost input cost strategy so as to capture superior 

competitive advantage.  

Both public and private sector companies utilize offshoring and outsource as cost drivers.  

Service and institutions outsource through procurement of equipment and services from cheaper 

regions while manufactures relocate manufacture plants to regions with cheaper raw material, 

non-unionized labour and lower bargaining power. They also outsource services and equipments 

from cheaper sources. This is normally part of cost advantage strategy to stay ahead of 

competition.  

Capacity Utilization 

The ability to speedily adjust capacity to downturns in demand can be a major source of cost 

advantage (Grant 2010). When capacity utilization is measured in the short term (cyclical) and in 

the long term (structural), the figures are able to predict the gravity of slack in both labour and 

product markets (Bansak, Morin & Starr 2007). With the foreknowledge in demand shifts 

indicated by capacity utilization, organizations across industries are able to adjust capacity 

through closing down units, downsizing, procurement adjustment, etc in order to offset losses 

and to optimize operations. Under-capacity and overcapacity challenge an organization‟s 

operational efficiency. As investigated in the case study on Capacity-driven Financial 

Improvement, undertaken by (Capuano et al. (2009), the case healthcare institution was facing a 

budget shortfall due to capacity constraints. Through a structural capacity adjustment 

encompassing admissions, length of stay of patients and learning, the institution; Lehigh Valley 

Health Network: a care providing institution; was able to: 

 Accept all admissions and potential admissions 

 Decrease length of stay of patients to 0.1 days below budget in a 60-day time frame. 
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Among other operational efficiencies, budgeted admissions targets were exceeded, community 

demand was accommodated and market share was stabilized. Trond (2000) refers to capacity 

utilization as an infrastructure cost driver where infrastructural capacity can be adjusted to 

manage a cost situation. 

It is relevant cost driver for both public and private sector institutions in either service or 

manufacturing.  

Product Design  

Over past decade, due to dramatic development of technologies i.e. computers, software, and 

electronics and increased heterogonous requirements of customers, there has been high 

flexibility, complexity and variability of products design so as to respond quickly to customers‟ 

needs (Sanchez 1995). Product design is normally in the form of modularity - decomposition of a 

product into subassemblies and components (Gershenson, Prasad & Zhang 2003. pg.295), and 

Design for Manufacture (DFM) - objectively examining the influence of different costs on total 

manufacture costs to effectively reduce relative costs. Product design is a more effective driver 

for manufacturing organizations operating in a free market situation than in a service providing 

public organizational context. However, we are mentioning it for explanatory purposes to show 

the variety of cost drivers available to firms and organizations in the effort to control overhead 

costs. 

Downsizing 

Downsizing in organizations refers to layoffs, job outsourcing and offshoring. Sadi Assaf et al. 

(2011) opines that with fewer employees, less infrastructure and support systems, a company 

would benefit from superior efficiency by decreasing management costs and as a result cash flow 

can be primarily enhanced. Traditionally, companies survive financial crisis through downsizing 

or laying off a significant amount of workers so as to cut down cost. Large scale downsizing 

reduces payroll and other employee welfare related expenses. Taking an example from 

Appelbaum, Lavigne-Schmidt (1999), when Times Mirror Co. - a newspaper publication 

company in the United States., had a US$ 299 million loss, the company cut almost 2,200 jobs 

and closed a major journal -New York Newsday- in order to survive in the marketplace. As a 

result, the company saved around US$ 115 million annual.    

Downsizing is popular in both the public and private sectors. The difference being the degree of 

bargaining power that unionized labour possesses. In the private sector- where employees are 

normally bound to contractual agreements that permit employees to fire them under certain 

conditions- employers can escape pressure from the unions.  However, in the context of public 

sector service or manufacturing organizations, downsizing- which the government refers to as 

“cutting jobs”- is on two sides of a coin. On one hand, employees are highly unionized and 

protected by union and statutory regulations. In this case, since the government is the employer, 
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it is obliged to maintain the level and standard of employment. On the other hand, however, in 

dire financial crisis, e.g. The British Broadcasting Corporation reported on the ongoing Greek 

debt crisis requiring harsh austerity measures including cutting 30,000 jobs by the end of this 

year (2011), (BBC Business News 2011a) 10 , among other public sector measures; when the 

government decides, the unions cannot be helped and employees have to leave their jobs until the 

government gets back on track. Trond (2000) refers to the effects of government policy and 

union action as institutional cost drivers.  

Organizations typically refer to Porter‟s cost drivers (Porter 2004) to guide business strategy 

from a macroeconomic viewpoint. They apply a combination of these cost drivers in various 

business functions or separate activities to gain a cost advantage over competitors. However, 

these cost drivers have limitations as to what extent they can sustain this advantage. These are 

discussed in the next subsection. 

2.3 Limitations to Conventional Methods. 

The traditional cost efficiency modules discussed in the previous sub-section are all effective in 

varying contexts with some requiring a time dimension to come into effect like in the case of 

learning economies and BPR.  The methods have however been exploited and in some cases 

over-exploited in the cost advantage game to exhaustive limits especially in mature organizations 

which have experienced one or more economic downturn periods. Therefore, they have become 

the norm instead of the exception and once they serve the initial purpose of implementation, 

diseconomies set in. This is to say that the cost drivers described above, over the long term, 

potentially develop suboptimal effects on the firm and therefore are limited in the extent to and 

time frame within which they fulfill cost advantage strategy. 

Economies of Scale, Scope and Learning 

Scale economies require an expansion of the size of an organization‟s operations. This expansion 

of scale comes with disadvantages that in the long run have the potential to reverse the cost  

advantage into a cost disadvantage. In the long term, expansion leads to increased 

communication expenses, duplication of efforts, slow response time, resistance to change, office 

politics, Isolation of decision makers from employees, Inelasticity of supp ly, etc. (Wikipedia. 

201111). Thus, per-unit cost of producing goods and services by large firms or governments rises. 

This is termed as scale diseconomies and is associated with the coordination difficulties that 

come with scale. 

Scope diseconomies are as a result of an increment in average cost per unit of output caused by 

multiple product line strategies. Organizations exploit economies of scope in an attempt to be 

cost efficient through optimizing excess capacity and sharable inputs e.g. a production plant, 

                                                                 
10

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-13940431 [2011, 10/22].  
11

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diseconomies_of_scale 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-13940431
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diseconomies_of_scale
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hospital equipment, etc. However, in the long run, diseconomies does occur with upstream 

supply chain operations such as advertising and distribution where additional advertising 

expenses made on new product line additions are exclusive and defeat the purpose of common 

usage of indivisible resources.  

With regard to learning diseconomies, the greatest limitation is the diffusion of knowledge and 

the inability of knowledge creation firms to fully appropriate the value of the knowledge they 

create. This is a process which occurs when knowledge is transferred from one firm to the next 

through its exiting employees and social networks. Levinthal, March (1993) argue that the short 

run benefits of learning differ from its long run objectives.  Thus the logical deduction is that, 

when learning is effective in the short run, it simultaneously limits the potential for long run 

adaptation of new technologies and paradigms. These conflicting dynamics potentially increase 

the cost of learning within an organization.  

Input Cost 

Labour is key when it comes to factor inputs and its proportionate cost is substantial to total cost. 

The cost advantage achieved from sourcing labour from low-cost regions is gradually on the 

decline since the current economic downtown has resulted in high inflation in developing 

countries and the prices of workforce, raw material and utilities are continuously rising. An 

example from China illustrates this phenomenon. As China has recorded the cheapest prices for 

its workforce around the world (Jones 2009), a Chinese National Bureau of Statistics report 

shown in Appendix 1 (National Bureau of Statistics 2010) depicts that market prices have 

dramatically grown from 1987 to 2008. Compared with consumer price in 1987, the prices have 

risen by 5.2 percent; coupled with the price of raw material, fuel and power which went up by 

almost 5 percent between 2008 and 1990.  

Similarly, data gathered from the Chinese Bureau presented in figure 5 reflects that the price of 

workforces‟ wages has dramatically increased over the period from 1995 to 2008. In 1990, 

salaried workers earned about 5000 (yuan) per year whilst in 2008, average wages climbed to 

around 25000 (yuan) per year. We can conclude that the persistent increment in prices puts the 

modalities of outsourcing strategy out of the control of internal forces of the firm and 

consequently an insecure position as to the sustainability of cost advantage.  

Furthermore, Kippenberger (1997) purports that outsourcing and offshoring possibly create a 

series of hidden costs which perhaps carry more extra expenses. When a company invests its 

business in other regions, major barriers need to be considered- cultural and national factors. 
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 FIGURE 3: Average Wages of workers in China 

 

Source: http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/ndsj/2009/indexch.htm 

Cultural integration and communication with local suppliers depends largely on local traditions 

and rituals. Before the company ventures into an area, extensive research expenses have to be 

incurred regarding local context and market, laws and trade regulation and restrictions, also 

taxation and exchange rates. Similarly, almost every multinational corporation suffers from issue 

of cost-quality trade off. In the same vein, Spee, Douw (2003) adds that shifting a business to a 

low-cost location also means greater risks. They support this with the conviction that lower-cost 

regions connote lower quality business environment while higher-cost locations offer high 

quality business environment. This means that companies are more likely to perceive more risks 

in lower-cost regions.  

Capacity Utilization 

Although capacity utilization measurements are able to predict the gravity of slack in both labour 

and product markets, they at certain times reveal signals that differ from the real-time human and 

technical resource availability situation. Bansak, Morin & Starr (2007) relates these differing 

signals to the effect of technology on capacity.  She argues that the shift from the 1940s trend of 

large-scale assembly line production with fixed plant machinery and equipment where input 

output relationships were pre-determined; to high investment in technology of manufacturing 

capacity, has lessened the predictive ability of capacity utilization on the tightness of human and 

material resources. 

Nowadays, high technology-based manufacturing enables easy adjustment of output composition 

thus output levels do not reflect the level and availability of inputs. Therefore capacity utilization 

measurements may provide wrong signals to management and this may leads to strategic 

decisions regarding outsourcing, downsizing of human capacity, etc which in the long run can be 

detrimental to the business goal.  
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Product Design & BPR 

Aside the flexibility and speed that modularity affords a firm, Ulrich, Eppinger (2008), 

Shamsuzzoha (2011) and Kexin (2004) share the view that modularity likens the possibility of 

homogeneous products. According to the authors, the extreme product similarity results in less 

variety when it comes to product choices for customers. With customers‟ limited alternative 

choices, dissatisfaction sets in turn affects revenues due to reduced patronization of the firm‟s 

products. BPR on the other hand, since it normally involves automation of previous labor 

intensive processes as well as a complete overhaul of organizational processes (Hammer, 

Champy 1993), it is accompanied consequently by downsizing and its attendant reputational 

human resource disadvantages.  De Villiers (2010) affirms that reputational damage results in a 

decline in stock price and its long term consequences which include revenue decline and loss of 

trust and confidence in the company‟s capabilities which are difficult to overturn. 

Downsizing 

Sitlington, Marshall (2011) emphasize that the subsequent problem associated with downsizing 

is the loss of knowledge. Appelbaum, Lavigne-Schmidt (1999) shows that losing valuable human 

skill and knowledge impedes organizational innovation and creativity. Appelbaum, Lavigne-

Schmidt (1999) emphasizes this claim when they quote the theoretical statement of Dupuis et al. 

(1996), which states:  

“The best and brightest employees will often leave the organization, and yet, it is precisely these 

skilled individuals with their energy and their creativity that the organization needs if it  is to 

survive. The costs of hiring new employees are enormous for an organization that had lost not 

only its best people, but along with them, their special know-how and expertise.” (Appelbaum, 

Simpson & Shapiro 1987. pg.449) 

Bommer, Jalajas (1999) argues that since downsizing is usually related to cost cutting, it 

provides limited training opportunities for employees to improve upon their knowledge to 

stimulate creativity.  Thus, downsizing eliminates innovation output. Moreover, researchers have 

found that downsizing negatively influences surviving employees, creating intra-firm tensions 

and insecurity. Bhattacharyya, Chatterjee (2005) and Appelbaum, Simpson & Shapiro (1987), 

conclude that downsizing reflects lowered morale, depression and lethargy, and increased stress 

leads to lower commitment, high turnover and decreased loyalty to the organization. Those non-

financial costs limit the long-term development of an organization and negatively impact on 

organizational productivity.  

Downsizing is in fact costly in the long term as the total amount of added costs is beyond 

managers‟ expectations. The findings in Appelbaum, Lavigne-Schmidt (1999) reveal that cost 

related with severance pay expenses can be enormous. Drawing on evidence from North 
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America, the authors suppose that when an executive‟s salary ranges from $ 50,000 to $ 150,000, 

their severance pay can be the sum of eight month‟s salary and sometimes up to twelve months.  

The limitations outlined so far regarding the cost drivers discussed undermine the long term 

guarantee of consistent cost advantage in a highly competitive business environment. The next 

Section introduces and explains the new cost strategy as well as the modalities of the Green 

management control systems (GMCS) that we propose. It thus leads to the development of 

research questions 1, 2 and 3.  

CHAPTER 3: NEW COST STRATEGY- GREEN MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 

3.1 New Cost strategy Approach. Why? 

The new cost strategy that we propose has emerged out of considerations made concerning 

current developments in the instabilities that characterize the traditional cost management 

strategies currently being widely used. The instabilities, we believe, are as a result of the fact 

that, the modalities of traditional cost drivers are deeply embedded in the dependence on external 

variables such as crude oil price, and legislation. Non-profit, mature public organizations have 

other priorities other than earning profits. They are generally formed with the goal of offering 

services to develop and improve the standard of society in terms of economic, social 

environmental and humanitarian challenges (Prugsamatz 2010). This notwithstanding, they just 

like all other organizational types; start-ups, growing; private; for-profit and non-profit; are 

exposed to a common factor market in terms of raw material, labour and services. All these 

categories also compete in the same markets for customers. As such the continual cyclical 

plummeting and hikes in the values of external variables translate into the price instabilities of 

labour, raw materials, technology, etc. Public organizations are units of governments and due to 

bureaucratic tendencies regarding decision making, they cannot flexibly respond to market 

changes like the private organizations do. In order for public organizations to effectively 

compete and maintain cost leadership, we propose that they invest in new systems that direct the 

day-to-day functions of employees in order to minimize overhead costs by a substantial amount 

and to cultivate a body of refined habits and systems that can emerge as part of organizational 

culture and thus a long term cost strategy. The drivers of the new cost strategy can thus be 

categorized into the following: 

 Instability in the business eco-system 

Current developments in oil price hikes as illustrated in figure 4 (BBC Business News 201112) 

and labour union activity such at the outbreak of strike action and unrest by workers at foreign 

owned factories in southern China in June 2010 (Financial Times 201013) which has fueled pay 

                                                                 
12

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business/market_data/commodities/default.stm [05 Apr 2011, 2011]. 
13

 http://video.ft.com/v/90800606001/Jun-8-China-unrest-pushes-up-pay [April 5, 2011, 2011].  

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business/market_data/commodities/default.stm
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increases, means that the rippling effect of these trends on input costs will continue to present 

organizations with uncertainties and unforeseen challenges that they will be unable to adequately 

prepare for, thus positioning them at the mercy of elements beyond the parameters of internal 

control.  

FIGURE 4: Brent Crude Oil Futures $/Barrel 

 

Source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business/market_data/commodities/default.stm  

 Environmental Issues 

International regulations including the Kyoto Protocol which commits industrialized nations to 

reduce emission of Greenhouse gases (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change 14 ) and with the advent of ISO14000 (a voluntary international standard to certify 

environmental processes developed by the international organization  for standardization); 

companies have started to seek for ways of capturing economic benefits associated with 

environmental sustainability and stewardship (Watson, Kevin 2004. pg.622). These 

developments among others have also mounted pressure on organizations worldwide to embark 

on cleaner production and service techniques but at a rate that will lead to sustainability. 

Therefore, under such strict environmental regulations, it is not only essential for organizations 

to work towards preventing environmental pollution, but it is also essential for them to improve 

their business models to include a green agenda (Chen.Y,S, 2011). 

Looking at the root causes of these instabilities and their ongoing aggravation it has become 

increasingly essential that organizations seek other alternatives in dealing with cost 

minimization.  

Given the limitations of traditional cost drivers as discussed in chapter 2, subsection 2.3, there is 

a clear indication that achieving long term cost efficiency calls for firms to depend on other 

forms of driving cost toward a declining direction. With price and demand uncertainties, 

environmental concerns coupled with stiff competitor activity, short term cost advantage can be 

                                                                 
14

 http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php . 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business/market_data/commodities/default.stm
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guaranteed but when it comes to the long term, organizations require alternative cost strategies to 

be leveraged in combination with the traditional cost drivers in order for them to be able to 

buttress the shocks of the external business eco-system in times of turbulence. 

This new cost strategy that we advocate is not an entirely new idea. In the face of the factors 

discussed above, managers and strategists over the years have sort out new ways to redesign their 

cost system so as to introduce more controllable variables that can potentially sustain the cost 

advantage position in the long term.  Researchers have also not been left out in this search. 

Carroll in his book “Overhead Cost Control” (Carroll 1964)  advocates the control of overhead 

costs to minimize waste.  He argues that overheads are not related to volume, thus a reduction in 

overhead cost will not affect the volume of goods or services.  

The new strategy involves costs that are budgeted for to buttress the excesses that occur in 

overhead costs during the financial year. They are continuously incurred every financial year and 

sometimes exceeded to cause budget deficits. These costs have been termed as uncontrollable 

and form part of miscellaneous costs. They continuously account for a significant proportion of 

total costs.  These costs in our opinion arise from various residual inefficiencies that largely 

controllable by the internal structure of an organization and are unavoidable to a considerable 

extent. Carroll (1964) purports that these excess costs that organizations keep budgeting for 

referred to as “chronic costs” persist due to present operational habits. If a company is able to 

control and minimize these inefficiencies, it is likely to make cost savings which will be largely 

significant in the long term.  

The inefficiencies referred to above include how employees use organizational resources such as 

energy, water and paper in their administrative and operational processes. The difficulty in 

dealing with the excesses of overhead costs as Carroll points out is that managers have simply 

accepted or tolerated overhead as necessary evil. One reason may be that overhead is looked on 

as “the great unknown” (Carroll 1964). 

Other proponents of overhead cost control such as Levin who researched into overhead cost 

control in dental practices, focuses on reduction in operational cost of dentistry establishments 

amid financial crisis, for performance improvement and long term sustainability (Levin 2009). 

In practice, it is common that staff forget to turn off power and indiscriminately use water and 

other resources. More so, there is a lot of material waste in some industries e.g. construction; to 

levels as high as 20-30 percent of total materials allocated (Pinto & Agopayan, 1994).  

Yahya, Boussabaine (2006) define the costs of eliminating these excesses as “eco-costs 15(pg.7)”, 

as controlling those costs primarily benefit the environment. Because administrative, material or 

machinery wastes to some extent generate air and water pollution, controlling those eco-costs 
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 Costs that take into consideration the direct and indirect environmental impact costs generated from the use of 

resources (Yahya, Boussabaine 2006, p7) 
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means that organizations achieve long-term profitability while simultaneously benefitting the 

environment. In order to develop and understand the new approach, we deem it necessary to 

review the components of the GMCS- green technology and management control systems. This 

chapter will further examine literature regarding green technology/ clean technology and 

Management control systems.  

3.2. What is Green Technology/Clean Technology (Greentech/Cleantech)?  

This section discusses (greentech) green technology and cleantech (clean technology) and some 

instances where they have surfaced in the strategic management literature.  

According to Guo, Hu (2011) green technology refers to technology in favor of resource 

reduction and environmental pollution avoidance and it includes end-of-pipe techniques, cleaner 

production and industrial symbiotic technology (pg.2). Based on that, cleantech popularly used 

synonymously with green technology or “greentech” is basically any technology that functions 

for the sustainability of the natural environment and business operations simultaneously. 

Cleantech Group LLC. –a market research firm which focuses on cleantech innovation- defines 

cleantech as new technology and related business models that offer competitive returns for 

investors and customers while providing solutions to global challenges (Cleantech Group LLC 

201016). According to this group, cleantech is driven by productivity-based purchasing, and 

therefore enjoys broader market economics, with greater financial upside and sustainability 

(Cleantech Group LLC 201017). They add that the phenomenon represents a diverse range of 

products, services, and processes, all intended to: 

 Provide superior performance at lower costs, while 

 Greatly reducing or eliminating negative ecological impact, at the same time as 

 Improving the productive and responsible use of natural resources 

While continuously being redefined, the cleantech categories span over a wide range of 

disciplines from energy generation, energy efficiency, energy storage, energy infrastructure, 

transportation, water and waste water to air and environment, materials, 

manufacturing/industrial, agriculture, recycling and waste (Cleantech Group LLC 2010). Our 

research is however narrowed to a non-profit public sector health organization in the green area 

of energy efficiency, energy infrastructure and water and how employees can be controlled and 

motivated to be efficient in resource usage through the green technology based management 

control system. 

Unlike green technology which maps out tools and techniques for minimizing the uses of 

resources for environmental advantages, cleantech takes a system-wide approach, an injection of 

new technology-based business models into existing systems for economic and environmental 
                                                                 
16

  http://cleantech.com/about/cleantechdefinition.cfm [6 April, 2011, 2011]. 
17

  http://cleantech.com/about/cleantechdefinition.cfm [6 April, 2011, 2011]. 

http://cleantech.com/about/cleantechdefinition.cfm
http://cleantech.com/about/cleantechdefinition.cfm
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fit, or in most extreme cases, a complete overhaul of business models. Cleantech is built on an 

integration of greentech tools such as biological fuels (bio-fuel), wind energy, geothermal steam, 

motion sensor systems and waste water treatment. These tools as part of greentech innovations 

for replacing unsustainable resources such as fossil fuels, hydro-electricity, etc, are embedded 

into system-wide operations involving all stakeholders for maximum effect. Cleantech is also 

built on “green behaviour” by stakeholders especially employees who are directly involved with 

deploying the resources of the organization in their day-to-day activities. The system-wide nature 

of cleantech requires that employees are trained and oriented about clean systems. This 

orientation is meant to evoke behaviour that is in tune with the ideals of clean technology such as 

awareness, minimization and conservation.  

Johnson, Suskewicz (2009) advocates a shift from greentech which involves individual 

technologies explored in isolation, to cleantech which encompasses the creation of whole new 

systems (pg.53). In the same vein they present an evolutionary approach to cleantech adoption-a 

major infrastructural shift- where technologies don‟t replace other technologies but rather, 

systems replace systems. 

The invention of greentech tools instigated the emergence of cleantech systems. However, in 

order for a cleantech system to be viable, it must belong to an enabling environment, i.e.; a 

complex interdependent system whose components work in a specialized way (Johnson, 

Suskewicz 2009.pg.54). This enabling system we propose is the management control system 

(MCS) of organizations. The MCS will serve as the enabling internal support system to set 

cleantech system into motion, to quell internal resistance and to sustain it. In order for a 

cleantech system to be consistent with the organization‟s long term vision, it has to take on the 

character of a long term indelible structure and the MCS serves as a fundamental backdrop 

against which a cleantech system can thrive and fulfil its long term cost efficiency motives.  

In order to develop the relationship between greentech and MCS, we will define and detail the 

structure and features of an organization‟s Management control system (MCS). 

3.3 Management Control System (MCS) 

The management control system (MCS) forms the enabling structure between strategy and 

operations. Its purpose is to implement strategies after they have been formulated Pant, Yuthas 

(2001. pg.156) and to orchestrate the efficient use of resources. Its scope covers action, personnel 

and result control of operations ranging from resource allocation to financial responsibility 

centres to internal auditing.  In this current trend when market price is unpredictable and 

inconsistent, then the MCS has to be leveraged to achieve a certain degree of stability and 

sustainability for companies. This is imperative because net operating profit after tax less capital 

charge is economic profit (Venture Line Accounting18). Therefore, operational processes have to 

                                                                 
18

 http://www.ventureline.com/accounting-glossary/C/capital-charge-definition/. 

http://www.ventureline.com/accounting-glossary/C/capital-charge-definition/
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be largely and consistently efficient in order to keep costs low since a high operating profit 

ensures optimal economic profit.  

Merchant, Van der Stede (2007) simplify the workings of MCS to include all managerial activity 

which ensures that an organization‟s strategies and plans are carried out or, if conditions warrant, 

that they are modified to adapt to current conditions. Accordingly, MCS an internal context 

based construct, focuses on managers integrating systems and resources that enable the behavior 

and decisions of their employees to be consistent with organizational objectives and strategies 

(Merchant, Van der Stede 2007). 

An organization‟s business model consists of the customer value proposition, the profit formula, 

and the key resources and processes the company must combine to deliver the offering. The 

unique way in which these elements are integrated to create value for both the customer and the 

company is the essence of competitive advantage (Johnson, Suskewicz 2009). 

To support the new cost advantage strategy, MCS‟s role in the fulfilment of this competitive 

comprises the unique combination and integration of profit formula, the customer value 

proposition and the key resources and processes through controlling the real-time actions, results 

and behaviours of those who directly undertake the real-time operations of the organization. The 

important element of control here is employee actions, results and behavior.  If an employee 

optimizes the use of organizational resources, the incursion of relative costs will be decreased. 

The MCS aims at influencing employee behavior toward the desired goal and direction of the 

management control is increased probability that the organization‟s objective will be achieved 

(Merchant & Van der Stede, 2007, pg.5) since reduced cost is tantamount to increased 

profitability. MCS by implementation of strategies measures effectiveness i.e.; the level of goal 

fulfillment in terms of profitability and measures efficiency which is cost per unit of output 

relative to standard cost. 

FIGURE 5: Position of MCS in an Organization 

 

Source: Magnus Holmström, 2010.  Lecture notes (power point presentation) 
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Successful implementation of MCS minimizes the loss of assets, deficient revenues, excessive 

costs, inaccurate records and reports (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2007). Moreover, Noy (1999) 

cites Hanuum (1974) who concludes that control system paves the way for cost/benefit analysis, 

in which four critical elements are considered:  

 The value of a process which is under control.  

 The value of a process which is out of control. 

 The cost of reporting.  

 The cost of corrective action (pg.363) 

MCS is the base for GMCS because it can be targeted at the organization‟s critical success 

factors such as increasing market share, keeping costs down, product development, etc rather 

than on profitability. MCS focuses on behavior due to the existence of compliance and 

information defects which are as a result of lack of direction, motivational problems and personal 

limitations of employees (Merchant, Van der Stede 2007). 

The future-oriented and objective-driven nature of MCS renders it capable of guarding against 

undesirable behavior and irresponsibility of employees through preventive action and 

encouraging positive behavior.  It proves to be effective because it is a sys tem wide system that 

checks and controls the behavior of top middle and lower level management simultaneously.  

This is possible because MCS covers the day-to-day running of operations, incentive packages, 

internal auditing, preventive maintenance and recruitment among other.  MCS forms part of 

every organization‟s core structure and can be utilized to effect changes and drive organizational 

objectives. 

3.4 New Cost strategy Approach 

We propose this new cost strategy which we term Green Management control system (GMCS)- 

as a means through which the whole organization can achieve controllable long term cost 

efficiency. This system includes technology, procedures with culture acting as a key enabling 

factor. The effects they generate also benefit the environment and can be interpreted into social 

responsibility- an added benefit to a company‟s reputation.  

At one extreme, the setting of goals and objectives represents the input into the organization. 

This input is made of the specifications of the cost competitive strategy. It includes the budget 

goals and expectations on projected savings within the set period. Here, the time dimension is 

especially specified. Through the operations phase investments are firstly made in green 

technology and effective control systems. These technologies and systems consist of green 

technology equipment such as motion sensor installations, energy saving electrification bulbs 

and sockets and overall greening of the inbuilt environment. The control systems include 

automation of certain tasks to reduce lead time, spatial distribution of office space to allow 

transparency, direct supervision and accountability.   
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Secondly, the operations phase involves actions taken to educate, supervise, and guide 

employees‟ behavior during their day to day operations. These actions refer to targets, 

concessions and regulations assigned to financial responsibility centers that motivate and/or 

compel them to adhere to and hold them accountable for all resources assigned to them, with 

results informing rewards or punishments to be meted out. 

At the other extreme, a desired output which is largely controllable and independent of 

environmental shocks is realized. The system requires ample time to take effect due to the 

cultural element. Hawkins (1997) refers to Geertz (1973)‟s description of culture which views 

culture as “an historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of 

inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men commun icate, 

perpetuate and develop their knowledge about and attitudes toward life”(pg.418). In view of this, 

it can be deduced that green technology and MCS should have interacted during organizational 

operations for a considerable amount of time in order for shared meanings to be established for 

consistency and dexterity to translate into significant savings for the organization.  

The first requirement for this model to take effect is the initial investment in clean technology. 

The second is a time frame in order for newly acquired behavioral patterns to develop into 

organizational culture and ethics.  

FIGURE 6: GMCS Concept, an input-output framework 

 

Source: Own Model 

Another requirement is the need for a communication plan that ensures a transfer of strategic 

parameters to the lowest level of employees. As a premise, it is necessary for employees to 

accurately understand what the organization‟s objectives are with regard to cost and the purpose 

of a cost strategy concerning competitive behavior, global economic instability, environmental 

legislation, etc. After understanding the parameters of the cost strategy, every member of the 

organization must be motivated, coerced or compelled through action, result and personnel 

controls to use their capabilities (e.g. experience, intelligence) and resources (e.g. information 

and time) to ensure the realization of these parameters (Merchant, Van der Stede 2007). The 
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third requirement-culture- is essential for sustaining the process. We will discuss it in the next 

section. 

In explicit terms, personnel, action and result controls play out in this way; 

Personnel control commonly involves training (Merchant, Van der Stede 2007). It is the most 

common method of personnel control employed in assisting employees understand 

organizational goals and objectives and to integrate organizational members into a company‟s 

culture. The training which takes the form of in-house sessions organized by the human resource 

organization of a company equips member with information on organizational expectations on 

results or actions. It offers employees tools and information on how to achieve the goals and 

which behaviors are desirable in accomplishing tasks.  

The design of GMCS commonly adopts the most direct form of control -action control- since 

action control ensures that employees perform (or not perform) certain actions known to be 

beneficial or harmful to the organization. Therefore, using action control enables employees to 

act in the organization‟s best interest by making their actions themselves the focus of control 

(Merchant, Van der Stede 2007.pg.76) translating into self control. Merchant, Van der Stede 

(2007) list four basic forms of action control: behavioral constraint, pre-action reviews, action 

accountability and redundancy (pg.76).  

Behavioral constraint including physical constraints and administrative constraints are used to 

limit employees‟ behavior in order to reduce the costs. The most physical constraints are 

designed to enforce constraint in real-time. Examples include motion sensor technology which 

through switches regulates the use of energy and water. Another is the use of energy- saving 

light bulbs. 

These systems are a potential source of constraining behavior with regard to material usage. 

With regard of pre-action review, employees‟ actions are scrutinized in terms of the cost strategy 

plan prior to undertaking the action. In this case, supervisors do a due diligence on the possible 

outcomes of the proposed action and arrive at an affirmative action or a denial.  

The influence of action accountability ensures the employees are accountable for all actions they 

take. It involves specified procedures to follow in the form of manuals and checklists in order 

that employees have no excuses to do otherwise.  

The GMCS approach will embody the implementation of action accountability as elaborated by 

Merchant, Van der Stede 2007:  

- Defining which actions are acceptable and which are not. For example: minimization and 

sharing as against wastage and guarding information about procedures from others.  

-Communicating those definitions to employees: Undoubtedly, communication leads to actions 

achieving a desired result since through an effective communication pattern, employees 
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understand purposely what is required and what actions to take. Communication should be 

informal and formal; face-to-face meetings or in private conversation.  

FIGURE 7: Energy –Saving Light Bulb 

 

Source: Cleantech Östergötland: (Cleantech Group LLC 2010)  

-Observing or otherwise tracking what happens: Employees actions regarding adherence to 

procedures can be observed directly by direct supervision. By directly observing employees‟ 

actions, management can clearly observe if their behavior is desirable and in other instances, 

periodically tracking employees‟ efforts at green behavior. Normally, organizations can track 

employees‟ action by analyzing evidence of actions taken, such as activity reports or expense 

documentation (Merchant, Van der Stede 2007). 

-Rewarding good actions or punishing actions that deviate from acceptable: Providing rewards 

for employees who perform accordingly stimulates employees‟ interest to execute this green 

plan. On the other hand, punishment deters unacceptable behavior. (pg.78)  

Redundancy, the fourth arm of action control as listed by Merchant and Van der Stede (2007) 

means assigning more employees or machines to a task than is strictly necessary. GMCS takes 

on a contrary view to redundancy by advocating elimination of redundant facilities in order to 

reduce the usage of power and in essence, save costs.  

Following the path of action control, the primary function of result control is to analyze 

performance. Merchant, Van der Stede (2007)  define result control as pay for performance 

(pg.25).  In other words, result control entails employees paying attention to consequences of the 

actions taken in a given period. Typically, result control in GMCS requires the right performance 

dimension, such as the volume of materials, the costs savings, etc. With regard to performance 

dimensions, management needs to set performance targets per financial responsibility center and 

measure the results of the performance. Targets such as strict budgetary requirements on energy 

and other resources, stimulates and motivates performance. Also, result control ensures 

employees focus on their own performance; high performance results are rewarded. The rewards 

will serve as an incentive to perpetuate green behavior. Accordingly, positive results potentially 
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impact on behavior and motivation of employees. The application of result control usually 

provides feedback for next round of strategy planning and budgeting.  

Management by exception, a frame in the management literature (Investopedia ULC 201119) 

states that employees with high self-satisfaction and self-monitoring are more likely to 

perpetuate correct behaviors so that actions they take will generates desired results. Meaning 

that, management will only take action to control behavior when the need arises.  However, 

training, direct supervision, action accountability, pre-action reviews, elimination of redundancy 

and offering rewards for employees on the whole, stimulate and motivate employees‟ interest to 

execute their organization‟s green plan. It also sends the right and clear signals and messages on 

corporate strategy.  Hence, looking at the discussed control system in totality, we would like to 

deduct on theoretical bases that results, action and personnel control are intertwined with each 

other in implementation of GMCS.  This new management control system based on cleantech 

requires the revision of a company‟s business model covering accounting, spending, and 

communication and especially values. The values make up the culture that drives attitude and 

behavior of organizational members. In this regard, culture represents the soul of the GMCS. 

This is explained in detail in the following sub-section.  

Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolaget (SCA) is an empirical example of a company whose business 

model reflects GMCS. It was founded in 1929 and from a pure forest company has developed to 

offer personal care products, tissue and packaging. The company‟s sustainability agenda since 

the turn of the century has led to various and continuous system-wide efficiency improvements 

that have led to significant savings and environmental benefits (Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolaget 

(SCA) 201020). The company realizes its position at the mercy of fluctuations in the market for 

resources especially electricity and has taken initiatives to make adjustments in its operations for 

long term stability and survival. Jan Johansson- President and CEO of SCA- made this remark in 

the 2009 sustainability report of the company; 

“I am convinced that the sustainability investments we are making now will improve SCA’s 

competitive edge……. The challenge is to discover new solutions and promote the right 

behavior. For SCA, sustainability involves viewing our business from a global perspective and 

being prepared to rethink deep-rooted beliefs and methods of approach. Are we using the 

appropriate technology?…….. One example of innovation is ESAVE, SCA’s Groupwide 

programme to reduce energy usage and environmental footprint. By involving employees in the 

work since the project’s inception in 2003, approximately 900 small-scale projects have been 

executed, resulting in significant reductions in energy consumption and carbon emissions. New 

solutions also involve understanding the external environment and its requirements……."  (Jan 

Johansson, President and CEO) 

                                                                 

19
 http://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/contributionmargin.asp [14-04-2011, 2011]. 

20
 http://www.sca.com/Documents/en/Env_Reports/SCA_SustainabilityReport_2009_EN.pdf [2011-04-11, 2011]. 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/contributionmargin.asp
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Among some of the key issues mentioned in the report relate to Integration of sustainability into 

strategy based on a systematic approach, transparency, clearly stated targets, integration with 

business operations and innovation. The report identifies certain sustainability areas that are of 

key importance for the business in the long term.  These include water, carbon dioxide, 

responsible sourcing of raw materials and compliance with international standards. As a major 

initiative at the end of the 1990s, SCA systematically developed a resource management system 

(RMS) - a database that contains detailed information on resource utilization and environmental 

data-. The Resource Management System plays a key role in the Group‟s strategic activities by 

providing the supporting data on which analyses of SCA‟s use of resources are based (Svenska 

Cellulosa Aktiebolaget (SCA) 201021). 

The report details the drivers of the sustainability initiative (Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolaget 

(SCA22) 2010) and they are as follow: 

 Reduced costs: Investments in green electricity - the 900 small-scale energy-saving 

projects (ESAVE), co-generation projects and wind power projects- have accumulated 

saving effects since initiation in 2003. The savings are estimated at 600 GWh of 

electricity and 1,000 GWh of heat on an annual basis. In financial terms, this corresponds 

to EUR 50m per year. During 2009, 350 projects were implemented, resulting in an 

estimated avoided cost of about EUR 8m. 

 Legislation: Within the EU, a shortage of high-quality water has prompted stricter 

legislation for companies in the areas of water consumption and water treatment on the 

reuse of water. SCA established its target for water usage in 2005 to reduce consumption 

by 15% and reduce organic content in wastewater by 30%.  

 Attract investors: Ethical investors are an increasingly important group in the financial 

market. Sustainability activities are significant for SCA shares to qualify for inclusion in 

various investor indices and funds. A growing number of “traditional” investors are also 

becoming more interested in certain ESG (Environment, Social, and Governance) factors 

when preparing valuations of companies.  

 Reduced risk level: SCA‟s profitability is highly sensitive to variations in the price of 

electricity. To reduce its exposure to major fluctuations in the electricity market, SCA has 

made major investments in new technology.  

 Strong brand: SCA‟s tradition of applying a strategic approach to sustainability has 

made it into one of the strongest parameters of the SCA brand.  

In addition to cost saving, the investments made in green technology so far have had a positive 

impact on SCA‟s climate work by reducing carbon emissions from fossil fuels. The sustainability 

activities enhance competitiveness and reduce costs and the risk level23. 

                                                                 

21
 http://www.sca.com/Documents/en/Env_Reports/SCA_SustainabilityReport_2009_EN.pdf [2011-04-11, 2011]. 

22
 http://www.sca.com/Documents/en/Env_Reports/SCA_SustainabilityReport_2009_EN.pdf [2011-04-11, 2011]. 
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To bind employees and to ensure adherence and compliance with the standards set, SCA 

enforces a code of conduct. All stakeholders; employees, contractors, subcontractors and 

suppliers; are bound to observe the code which is a statement of values and business practices of 

the company. SCA monitors compliance with the Code of Conduct through existing reporting 

systems where performance on a series of Key Performance Indicators (KPI ś) is reported by all 

SCA businesses24. We interpret this as personnel/cultural control.  

Source: http://www.sca.com/ 

Although SCA approaches this system-wide control of resource deployment primarily from an 

environmental perspective, the issue of long term waste reduction and the pursuance of more 

cost-efficient options is a vital part of the strategy. Our framework -GMCS- primarily 

concentrates on cost efficiency as the underlying motive for restructuring systems with green 

technology applications. Both approaches however, acknowledge the need to restructure in order 

to secure a firm‟s competitive position in the face of fluctuations in market price of capital, labor, 

raw material and environmental pressures as well as the importance of involving stakeholders by 

promoting green behavior for waste minimization. 

3.5 The Soul of GMCS------Culture  

The establishment of GMCS requires a set of functions such as strategy planning, controlling and 

observing. All of those activities inevitably require support from the employee base for 

implementing GMCS. Recently, scholars have paid attention to the notion of organizational 

culture which suggests that human behavior can be largely influenced by culture (Prabhu 2005). 

He conceptualizes culture as shared knowledge and meaning systems for a group of people  

(pg.114). With regard to sustainability of systems, Herskowitz (1948) as cited by Hawkins 

(1997) conceptualised culture as “a construct describing the total body of belief, behaviour, 

knowledge, sanctions, values, and goals that make up the way of life of a people”(pg.418). In 

this regard, culture assimilates similar values, beliefs, norms and rituals amongst people in 

organization. Geertz (1973) describes culture as a transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in 

symbols, it could also be described as a system in which symbolic forms are expressed by men in 

order to communicate, perpetuate and develop their knowledge of life. Such shared meanings 

and attitudes as the hard-to-change values have the power to heavily influence attitude and 

behavior in an organization and intend influence success or failure. Also due to its dominant and 

hard to change quality, once cultural behavior is established it has a tendency to remain and 

sustain a certain pattern of behavior.  

Merchant, Van der Stede (2007) states that organizational culture is like a strong control which 

encourages mutual monitoring, it follows that it is a powerful form of group pressure on 

individuals who deviate from group norms and values (pg.85). Culture is therefore a key 
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 http://www.sca.com/Documents/en/Env_Reports/SCA_SustainabilityReport_2009_EN.pdf  
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 http://www.sca.com/en/About_SCA/Code_of_conduct/ 
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enabling factor if GMCS process is to function to achieve consistent and sustainable long term 

cost efficiency. Since culture is more like a set of philosophy and unwritten rules that govern and 

shape employees‟ behaviors, if the green-oriented behavior becomes inherent, over a period of 

time, then the goal of GMCS can be achieved. Thus, it is essential that organizations establish a 

green atmosphere by investing in clean technology in the working environment. Furthermore, 

organizations can promote green ideology through education and other awareness campaigns in 

which management reinforces the concept of green behavior. We envisage the concept of GMCS 

as becoming a vital cultural component of organizational life, such that employees are oriented 

to interpret this system as part of “how we do things”.  

When a company attempts to adopt GMCS, the most critical part is changing or updating the 

existing corporate culture to a new and green oriented organizational culture. Drawing on the 

“Bath Model” on the theory of culture which was conceptualized on the basis of prior research 

done by Geertz in 1973 and later by Schein in 1985 (Hawkins 1997.pg.424), we establish the fact 

that building a new corporate culture is based on five levels of development. 

• Level 1-Artefacts: This level is most noticeable, culture as “artifacts”, the building, logo, 

mission statement, policy statement, dress codes, etc.   

• Level 2- Behavior: Through demonstration of the mission and policy, management needs 

to translate desired behavior into real action. This step is difficult since there is a huge 

gap between what is said and the reality of what is done. This level includes, conflict 

resolution techniques, and what merits rewards.  

• Level 3-Mindset: Under the surface are “mindsets” which means the belief of culture the 

organization holds. The shared meanings and values- in-use that constrain behavior.  

• Level 4-Emotional Ground: It acts as the climate of organization. Context-based 

emotions, where perceptions are formed of event based on the context in which they 

occur. 

• Level 5-Motivational Roots: are about the sense of purpose that aligns individual 

motivations and goals with those of the collective organization 

FIGURE 8:  Five Levels of Culture 

 

Source; (Hawkins 1997.pg.426) 
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Hawkins (1997) argues that organizational leaders have an imperative responsibility in 

facilitating the direction and the process of culture change. To make the philosophy of GMCS 

tangible, the mission of minimization in the use of company resources such as paper, energy, and 

water should be made visible in the mission statement of the organization. Following this goal, 

the mission statement should be put into real action to the level of operational activity through 

measures regarding conflict resolution, rewards and punishments, etc. Technology and systems 

of control should be put in place to create the context that will stimulate the mindset of 

employees towards green behavior.  When the mindset is stimulated to move in that direction, it 

automatically constrains behavior. Green behavior and adherence to directives pertaining to the 

enhancement of green behavior should be rewarded.  

Once organizational members are oriented in the manner of behaving in a green way, the 

philosophy grows and gets rooted in practices and procedures. The green cultural orientation 

leads to a self-reinforced mechanism which allows every member to automatically control 

his/her behaviors. The result is a hard-to-change cycle of behavior that becomes the “way we do 

things” and motivates and steers the goals of employees towards that of the broader organization. 

This corporate culture drives GMCS because it is primarily a long term phenomenon and a tool 

of sustainability, and as a matter of importance, shapes the ideology of organizational members 

towards the desired goals as stated in the broader strategic objectives of the organization.  

In the ensuing chapter- 4, we present an empirical case in an effort to answer our research 

questions and reveal findings that will direct us towards the real life implications of our GMCS 

model.  

CHAPTER 4: CASE STUDY- EPC at LIO 

The purpose of this thesis is to present a model of long term cost efficiency strategy through the 

fusion of internal control and green technology by studying an Energy Performance Contracting 

(EPC) project undertaken by Landstinget i Östergötland LIO. This is in order to analyze green 

management control systems‟ contribution to long-term cost efficiency in non-profit public, 

mature organizations. Consistent with theoretical foundations, we have tried to elaborate on the 

fact that instead of traditional cost management methods (cost drivers), an alternative cost 

strategy can be adopted-green management control system- to accomplish controllable long-term 

cost efficiency. However, a theoretical base studied in isolation is hardly sufficient to support 

and investigate the purposes of thesis. Since we faced some limitations in terms of theoretical 

material covering our area of study, it is almost impossible to evaluate pervious approaches 

bordering around out chosen subject of investigation. Therefore, we require an research tool, in 

this case a case study, which can through empirical evidence, interpret real world phenomena 

and gather adequate evidence which will guide us to draw a reasonable conclusion (Amaratunga 

et al. 2002). Furthermore, research is conducted in the spirit of inquiry, which relies on facts, 

experience and data, concepts and constructs, hypotheses and conjectures. In this sense, research 
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provides an imperative way for testing hypotheses and constructing the future theoretical 

knowledge (Amaratunga et al. 2002.pg.18).  

4.1 Conceptual Framework 

Examining the line of argument presented in chapter 2, the theoretical base on cost helped 

explain our view on the weaknesses of traditional cost advantages strategies. Moreover, it also 

strengthened the argument on the proposed new approach for long-term cost efficiency strategy- 

Green Management Control System (GMCS). The theoretical construction of literature review is 

drawn from various literary foundations i.e. cost management theory, management control 

system (MCS), and green technology, etc. Concluding from each theoretical field, we develop a 

conceptual framework that conceptualizes our research questions.  

Figure 12 depicts a negative relationship between traditional cost advantages and long-term cost 

efficiency and a positive relationship between green management control system and long-term 

cost efficiency. Our research questions will aid among other things, to uncover the relevant 

relationships between the elements that make up the conceptual framework. Our research 

questions are as follows: 

 Question 1: Compared to conventional methods in cost efficiency, what is the character 

of the green management control system and which organizations can use this system?  

 Question 2: How do result, action and personnel control function in the green 

management control system? 

 Question 3: What are the enabling factors for the effectiveness of Green Management 

Control System? 

FIGURE 9: Conceptual Framework 

 

Source: Own Model 
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4.2 Case Selection 

Following the purpose of our research, we selected Landstinget i Östergötland (LIO) - the county 

council of Östergötland Province in Sweden. Firstly, it is a public service, non-profit oriented 

organization, overseeing to healthcare provision and administration in the cities of the province- 

Linköping and Norrköping, Mjölby, Motala, Skänninge, Söderköping and Vadstena25. 

Secondly, LIO is currently undertaking an Energy Performance contracting (EPC) project- which 

is our tool for analysing GMCS.  

According to Elias Aguirre-Hammarlund- Member of the county council in Östergötland, 

representing the Linköping constituency, the budgetary allocations for all resources used by the 

institution is funded by taxes paid by the residents of the province and as such there is a 

continuous call for minimization in cost in order for the level of service to be sustained in times 

of economic crisis. He added that, the institution spends much more than it makes and 

continuously seeks to optimize its operations in order to cut down costs.  

LIO falls into our chosen category of mature organizations. For all these reasons, it is an 

appropriate organization to study for our thesis.  

4.3 Data Collection 

Eisenhardt (1989) as cited in Patton, Appelbaum (2003) argues that case studies typically 

combine data collection methods such as archival searches, interviews, questionnaires, and 

observation. A recent study of Eisenhardt (Eisenhardt 2007) reports that interviews are a highly 

efficient way to gather rich empirical data especially when the phenomenon of interest is highly 

episodic and infrequent. According to Ghauri, Grønhaug (2005) interviews are often considered 

the best data collection method. Thus, we chose interview as our dominant methodological tool 

in our case research.  

Our data search was divided into two phases- secondary data collection and primary data 

collection. The first phase started with a search for online sources of information regarding the 

financial crisis of 2008 and its rippling effects on basic units of business; cost and competitive 

advantage; clean technology and then management control systems. Since we had a lateral 

approach, we included search into other disciplines related to our subject matter. We searched for 

material covering cooperate culture,   organizational development and life cycle, jump strategy, 

climate change. In addition to our online database, we obtained printed information through 

electronic mail from Karin Ramstedt- the environmental strategist at Landstinget i Östergötland- 

the county council of Östergötland Province in Sweden. This was in the form of a brochure 

containing information on an environmental awareness campaign undertaken with the aim of 

                                                                 
25

 http://www.citypopulation.de/php/sweden-ostergotland.php 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mj%C3%B6lby
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motala
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sk%C3%A4nninge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%B6derk%C3%B6ping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vadstena
http://www.citypopulation.de/php/sweden-ostergotland.php
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bringing the employees on board in the effort to optimize the use of resources, namely energy 

and water and possible savings to be made by the effort.  

Our primary data consists of 3 in-depth interviews. The first on was with the energy controller at 

Landstinget i Östergötland (LIO)- the county council of Östergötland Province in Sweden- Lina 

Hallberg on February 14,  2011.  Her department is the in-house body directly associated with 

running of the EPC project.  The discussion covered all areas such as initial decision making 

regarding the adoption of the project, planning, implementing, consequence, etc. Firstly, she 

introduced the general background of LIO. Following this, she mainly introduced “why” the new 

green system is adopted. Secondly, she carefully explained the purposes of this new green 

system its different phases. In the end, she gave financial statistics proving the financial 

differentials that the new green system had generated so far. By doing so, she furnished us with a 

set of written materials and documents on the project, i.e. financial reports in total of 18 pages. In 

addition, two electronic power point presentations.  

The second interview was with Jan Oscarrsson –Key Account Manager at the building 

technologies department, Siemens, Sweden. Jan is the man in charge of coordinating the final 

phase of the project in terms of making sure the targeted saving are made and also in charge of 

people management and education at Landstinget in the use and adherence to the modalities of 

the new system. He explained the terms of the EPC project, how it can be funded and how it 

works in general in order for a guaranteed payback at the end of the set duration.  He then gave 

us an in-depth view into the Landstinget case in particular; the different phases, budgetary 

allocation and its current status. The interviews were semi-structured with a total of 8 questions 

(See Appendix 1 a & b) in each case set à priori but interlaced with extempore requests for 

subjective opinions on the matter. The first interview lasted one hour and the second, two hours.  

The third interview was with Jenny Persson - a site manager at Dalkia Energy & Building 

Services AB, the energy division of Veolia Environnement co-owned by Electricité de France 

(EDF) involved in energy and technical facility management for buildings in an integrated 

offering to hospitals, public sector, and trade sector. She answered questions on the the 

management of the EPC project in its third stage. We corresponded with her through electronic 

mail and telephone calls, (See appendix 1c).  In addition; we had three consultation sessions with 

Magnus Holmström of the department of Management and Engineering (IEI) at the Linköping 

University. He provided us with a book on finance as well as information on management 

control systems and clean technology. We also had a brief telephone interview with a member of 

the county council in Östergötland, representing the Linköping constituency- Elias Aguirre-

Hammarlund. He commented on the pressure on cost as per the view of tax payers. Anita 

Attivor, cleaning personnel of ISS- A Danish cleaning Services Company- who cleans on 

schedule at the Linköpings Sjukhuset- one of the main buildings of the LIO also commented on 
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the environmentally friendly nature of the new systems at the Linköpings Universitet 

Sjukhuset26. 

Our study is of an iterative nature because it involves both inductive and deductive analysis of 

data and theory (Lawrence 2005). According to Lawrence (2005) deductive approach normally 

involves hypotheses testing and experimentation after theoretical hypotheses has been generated 

and data had collected. On the contrary, inductive approach uses numbers or words to describe a 

story or phenomena. It requires scholars to understand and recognize phenomenon and then 

construct questions about this. Our thesis involves both ways of data analysis in that, we firstly 

developed research questions and are attempting to test them as well as the fact that we analyst 

quantitative date in the process of testing our research questions. 

4.4 Empirical Research  

Given the theoretical foundations in previous sections, it is crucial to offer a deeper 

understanding in the real- life context. Because there exists a huge gap between theories and 

reality, depending only on description of theories is not enough to prove the validity our 

approach. To close this gap, we need a methodology which does not only test our research 

questions, but also providing detailed understanding of reality through resources (Amaratunga, 

Baldry 2001, Patton, Appelbaum 2003).  

In the previous section, it has been explained that this thesis combines both quantitative and 

qualitative methods to collect and measure results. Thus, we require a methodological tool which 

can cover data and resources concurrently. Amaratunga, Baldry (2001), Patton, Appelbaum 

(2003) suggest that case studies are commonly used for this purpose, since quantitative data 

often appears in case studies, while qualitative data usually predominates. In his book “Case 

Study Research - Design and Methods” Yin (2003) supports Dul, Hak (2008)‟s opinion that a 

case study inquiry investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real- life context. 

Similarly, Amaratunga, Baldry (2001) states the case study is a research strategy which focuses 

on understanding the dynamics present within single settings. With our interest in GMCS in 

practical contexts, we choose empirical case study as a qualitative methodology, aiming to 

improve in-depth understanding of reality. Moreover, our study of the GMCS area mainly serves 

to contribute to solutions and to make suggestions in overcoming ongoing problems, which it is 

logically desirable (Silverman 1993).  

Research design can be exploratory, descriptive or causal (Hair et al. 2007). Hair and Money 

(2007) describe an exploratory design as one employed when there is little theoretical 

information on the subject and as such designed to explore and unearth new relationships and 

trends and to test specific research questions. While they say, a descriptive research describes a 

                                                                 

26
 Linköpings Universitet Sjukhuset: Swedish for Linköpings University hospital.  
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situation by providing a measure of elements; they refer to a causal research design as one which 

tests if one event causes another (Hair et al. 2007). Examining our frame of reference discussed 

in section 1.4, we experienced a shortage of information with regard to the clean technology 

framework as well as on Management Control Systems. To guide the development of research 

questions, our research design has both descriptive and explorative features and aims at 

uncovering a causal relationship between our stated variables – cost advantage and clean 

technology based management control systems-.GMCS.   

4.5 Relevance to New Cost Strategy- GMCS 

The new cost strategy-GMCS is relevant to this case for the main reason that it is a public 

service, non-profit oriented organization which does not operate in a free market. Its activities 

are constrained by government intervention on how resources are acquired and used (Wikipedia 

2011 27 ). In this controlled environment where expenses exceed earnings, the controlling 

authority dictates the pace of resource allocation. In the most part, the decisions regarding inputs 

procurement and scope of operations are largely subject to public procurement laws and 

government influence consecutively. Decisions regarding economies of learning, capacity 

utilization, business process re-engineering and downsizing are decided upon more 

independently by the county council. In this case, the Swedish environmental policy defines a set 

of environmental quality objectives which include a good built environment and reduced climate 

impact among others. Public institutions in Sweden are required by this policy to set the pace 

make changes that will lead to the target objectives by the year 2020, and the Swedish 

environmental protection agency working with other agencies are responsible for following up 

and evaluating the progress of these changes. In May 2010 the Swedish Environmental 

Objectives Council presented a report to the government on the need to reduce resource 

consumption in Sweden due to its negative impacts on the environment and human health both 

inside and outside the country‟s borders (The Environmental Objectives Secretariat 2011 28). 

Another reason is that the tax payers of the province who are taxed to fund the operations of the 

council advocate for cost reduction since the county sets the tax rate relative to the annual budget 

requirement of the council. This rate is not fixed and varies with the current spending 

requirement of the county. The tax payers have no power to influence the tax rate and as such the 

most they do is advocate for moderation and minimization and if possible savings in the cost of 

the council. In a brief telephone interview, a member of the county board representing the 

Linköping constituency Elias Aguirre-Hammarlund confirmed rising reservations over extended 

and frequent sick leaves granted by the health facilities by the tax payers. This he said accrues 

high costs and thus higher taxes – clear evidence of the rising downward pressure on the cost 

situation. 
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Many western countries have already adopted New Public Management (NPM) initiatives (ter 

Bogt et al. 2010). One of the main aspects of NPM according to Frank H.M. Verbeeten (2011) is 

the reduction of budgets. By that, organizations have to address operational and contextual 

efficiencies (Stock, McDermott 2011). GMCS builds on this agenda of building on and refining 

existing internal infrastructure and processes to achieve long-term cost advantage. 

For these reasons, we believe the new cost strategy can be ideally applied to this organization 

since they are under high pressure to adhere to environmental standards and to operate at the 

lowest possible cost while achieving a high standard of healthcare in the province.  

4.6 The Landstinget i Östergötland (LIO) Case: Case Background  

Landstinget i Östergötland (LIO) is the county council of Östergötland province in Sweden. The 

province is made up of over 13 municipalities and 429, 642 residents29.  It is responsible for all 

but private healthcare practices in the county. In this province, Landstinget oversees three (3) big 

teaching hospitals, one (1) small hospital and all together has forty two (42) health clinics and 

forty (40) dental care clinics. Aside the provincial work, it also has regional and national 

responsibilities. Östergötland County Council is the county's largest employer, with about 11 200 

employees. The operations of the council are funded entirely by taxes paid by its residents. The 

council decides the rate of tax and therefore determines the financial framework for how much  

County Council's activities may cost. In collaboration with municipalities, social insurance and 

other actors / agencies, it works to protect and enhance health and welfare. In 2010, the board 

decided that county residents pay SEK 9.85 öre30 per hundred dollars of taxable county tax31 

With pressure on the amount of tax payable to the county rising on the part of the residents, the 

county is consistently making efforts to improve its financial position through other means (Elias 

Aguirre-Hammarlund- member: county council in Östergötland, representing the Linköping 

constituency). The LIO initially had a need to change its stock of old equipment with some new 

technology and needed to find a way to finance the change. Secondly, they found out that they 

had quite a lot of increase in energy cost and needed to find a means of cutting down this cost 

while maintaining consistency in the standard of healthcare provision (Lina Hallberg, 2011).  

With these two motives as the backdrop, the idea of an EPC project emerged when an LIO 

official, while attending a seminar in the summer of 2006. He learnt from a consultant who was 

from VSP environmental- a consulting firm, about the EPC project, how it is financed and how it 

works.  Following this encounter, VSP Environmental was contracted by LIO as consultants and 

upon various consultations the project was agreed upon and started in January 2007.  At the time, 

                                                                 
29

 http://www.citypopulation.de/php/sweden-ostergotland.php 
30

 Swedish Monetary Units. 
31

 http://www.lio.se/pages/9481/2010-12-21%20Lio_2010-1629.pdf 
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there weren‟t a lot of EPC projec ts finished or on-going to refer to or use as a benchmark to 

substantiate their decision. However considering the projections from the project layout-which 

we will present in the next section- they decided it was worth the investment.  

Siemens got roped up in the project during the public bidding process when they won the bid 

among other firms to undertake the project. From the point of view of Siemens, this project was 

“all about saving money” Jan Oscarrsson –Key Account Manager, Building Technologies 

Department, Siemens, Sweden. 

In 2006, after consultation and negotiations, the county board concluded a contract agreement 

with Siemens Building Technologies Global Energy Information Solution, to undertake an 

Energy Performance Contracting project (EPC) with the goal of adapting its buildings to energy 

efficiency needs in order to save cost on energy usage as well as to obtain the European Union 

energy certification as part of the European Union campaign for sustainable energy 

use and production in Europe. Besides these, the national requirement for reduction in energy 

usage in Sweden is targeted at 20% in 2020 and 50% in 2050 and the public sector has been 

encouraged to set the pace for this change. Siemens which is a global organization develops 

innovative and high technology solutions in the fields of industry, energy and healthcare with 

sustainability of the solutions and the environment at the core of their mission 32 (Siemens 

Sweden 2011).  

The county noted that it was not bound by any obligations to conform to environmental policy 

regulations by the Swedish government. However, Lina Hallberg noted that the county had its 

own stipulated goals with regard to environmental conservation that they endeavor to adhere to. 

As a form of encouragement though, there is an energy strategy initiative by the Swedish 

government all over the country in which an organization gains money from the government to 

produce a strategy which fulfills a certain assignment, one of which is  the EPC. This reason 

accounted for the governmental financial assistance of 22 million SEK for the project.  

As part on internal policy, Landstinget aims at improved efficient allocation of resources, and 

their uses. In order to understand the modalities of the case, the next section gives an in-depth 

idea of the Energy performance Contracting (EPC), the tool currently being implemented by the 

case organization in controlling cost internally while greening their inbuilt environment.  

4.7 Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) 

Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) is an applicable business arrangement for making 

buildings more energy efficient, but it can also be used as a platform for the development of 

personnel and management routines and to guarantee quality of indoor climate. 

                                                                 
32
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The EPC concept originated from the United States in the period following the oil crises 

of the 70s. At the time, there was great need for energy incentives to save costs and the concept 

emerged due to the fact that the technical configuration of many buildings was very poor and led 

to high rates of energy consumption. The current type of EPC was originally conceptualized by a 

global consultancy company- WSP. With a fixed investment amount as specified by the contract, 

EPC is carried out in 3 phases with the guarantee of a 100% payback at the end of the 

contracting period and from then on significant savings in energy cost and intern profitability.  

Phase 1 involves a holistic research into the peculiar needs of the client organization. More of a 

planning stage when all the feasibility studies and due diligence are carried out. After a public 

procurement procedure, the contract is awarded to the winning Energy Services Company 

(ESCO). When ESCO has been appointed, it does a detailed study of the potential needs for 

energy efficiency measures in the client‟s buildings. 

FIGURE 10: Phases 1, 2 & 3 of EPC 

 

Source: Energy efficiency projects in public buildings. Power Point Presentation: (Hallberg 

2007)33 

The result of this study is presented in a project report. The report contains information on the 

scope, costs, guarantees, time frame, etc of the project. The contractor then explores various 

innovative and creative solutions that the client will need to serve the peculiar needs. It is during 

this phase that the exact repayment period is determined. This is the pre-construction stage and 

there is an intense collaboration between the contractor and the client organization. Its lasts 

between 4-6 months and at this stage the client carefully reviews the report and 

recommendations before a final package is agreed upon and the ESCO is supposed to carry out 

the implementation as per the agreed specifications. For a budget of between 2–10 SEK per 

square meter for a project of considerable proportions, the outcome of this phase also meets the 

needs for an energy declaration. 

Phase 2 is the implementation stage. It lasts for a period of 18 months. During this period the 

client (property owner)‟s staff oversees and participates in the work so that the knowledge 
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of how buildings should work following conversion is transferred from the  ESCO to the 

property owner's staff.  Measurement tools are specified and reporting procedures defined. At the 

end of phase 2, when all the installation, education and fine tuning are done, the contractor must 

be able to supply details of energy audits; the indoor environment of the building should be 

certified as energy efficient; the staff using the building must be well educated and highly 

motivated on the to use of the new systems; and the building should have achieved a high degree 

of technical and technological status. This phase costs between 150–250 SEK per square meter 

on average. 

Phase 3 is more of a management stage where the results of phase 2 are managed for a period of 

nine (9) years.  After the measures are implemented, the ESCO continues to monitor the 

properties in order to ensure that the indoor environmental quality is assured 

and that the promised energy savings are actually occurring through continual maintenance and 

education of the staff using the systems. This is still the responsibility of the contractor.  It cost 

between 1–3 SEK per square meter per year on average for a project of considerable proportions.   

The EPC project is governed by some fundamental principles. In general, the application of these 

principles varies in all business arrangements between building owners and Energy Service 

Companies (ESCO) 34  due to the needs, problems and possibilities given, but as a business 

arrangement the EPC concept usually builds upon the following basic ideas among others:   

 The purpose and the goal of an EPC project are to upgrade the running and management 

of a building, or number of buildings, in order to improve the indoor climate, reduce the 

use of energy considerably but, first and foremost, to reduce the cost for operating and 

improving the operating net.   

 The procurement is done as a negotiated procurement. For a public building owner, the 

law of public procurement applies. The commitment of ESCO will be a complete 

performance contract.  

 ESCO guarantees that the calculated improvements of efficiency will be met.   

 The responsibility for reaching the economic result is taken by the ESCO. And it bares all 

the responsibility and risk and involved.  

Annual project review meetings are held between both parties to analyze the status and forge the 

way forward. From a national economical point of view, EPC is very profitable, even when 

budgets are tight. This is because:   

 EPC projects have a guaranteed time for refunding.  

 The economic risk is taken over by private contractors specialized in performing energy 

efficiency projects.   
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 Energy Service Company: American term for entrepreneurs working with energy services.   
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 Energy efficiency is improved to a great extent, while the energy production facilities 

produce considerable extra capacity that may be sold to other building owners.   

 EPC projects demand resources which mean increasing employment and gaining 

development within the building sector with no new governmental funding and without 

burdening public budgets. 

 The indoor climate in the buildings concerned will be quality guaranteed by continuous 

measuring, which means that those who live and work on the premises will get a better 

indoor environment.   

 Diminished carbon dioxide emissions without increasing the costs  

 Supporting a cost effective implementation of EU directives concerning energy and 

building. 

Source: (Energymyngigheten Sverige 2009)35. 

EPC‟s primary target is to make profits out of efficient energy usage.  

“I think the future for everyone is saving energy! ... In the end it‟s all about the money!” 

Jan Oscarrsson –Key Account Manager, Building Technologies Department, Siemens, Sweden. 

Smith, Ulf & Jönsson (2007) adds that “Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) is a way of 

working with energy efficiency, which is being established in Sweden. The EPC is a new 

concept but also a further development of services and products previously provided by "energy 

service companies". … Future guaranteed savings enables people to make it easier to 

economically justify and implement important projects. Experience shows that energy efficiency 

potential can be as high as 20 percent….”   

EPC project however, does not go without challenges. The third phase has over the years faced 

certain difficulties. According to Jan Oscarsson- Since this is the follow-up and management 

phase, there have been difficulties in maintaining the buildings and educating the tenants in order 

that the stream of savings is realized each year.  

4.8 Project Requirements, Process and Status @ LIO 

Siemens Building Technologies, after winning the public bid to run the EPC for Landstinget i 

Östergötland (LIO) successfully completed the first and second phase within the stipulated 

period. The program agreement included the following specification; 

 Upgrade the running and management of 28 buildings, making up 542 000 square meters  
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 Total investment – 97 million SEK  

 Pay-off time: 9 years 

TABLE 1: LIO EPC Project Specifications 

INVESTMENT GOVERNMENTAL 

SUPPORT 

SAVINGS 

During Phase 

3(payback) 

PROFIT  

(In 15 years) 

 

 

90.7 MILLION 

SEK 

167SEK/KVM 

 

 

22 MILLION SEK (25%) 

 

9.4 MILLION 

SEK/YEAR 

17SEK/KVM  

 

 

87 MILLION SEK 

5.6 MILLION 

SEK/YEAR 

 

Source: Lina Hallberg 2007 

After substantive investigations in phase 1 (which took 6 months to complete), Siemens and 

Landstinget agreed on the needs of the buildings and thus the measures to be taken within the 
project. The following were to be upgraded; 

 Indoor climate 

- Heat recycled ventilation 

- Insulated exterior  

 Heating system 

- Oil replaced by more environmental friendly alternatives 

 Automation and control 

-  Ventilation systems 

-  Lighting 

-  Technical equipment (including sensors) 

 Replacing equipment 

- Fans 

- Motors 

- Pumps 

- Heat exchangers 
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In addition, a wide range on sensoring systems to measure leakages in pipes, which is the main 

water problem.  

In the current phase- 3, the primary goal is to manage the building in order for the projected 

savings to be achieved within the set period and for profits to be realized.  The main measure 

taken to manage this challenge was the contracting of a secondary organization- Dalkia Energy 

and building services AB, the energy division of Veolia Environment co-owned by Electricité de 

France (EDF) – an environmental management company to assist Siemens in managing the 

buildings and the tenants to make sure that the projected savings targets are achieved. Dalkia has 

a mandate to manage the daily operations of county property and reports directly to the LIO 

property manager; 

 “We make sure that everything works as intended”, Jenny Persson - Dalkia Energy & Building 

Services AB. 

Dalkia which has been working on managing the third phase for 3 years already has been 

mandated to reduce energy usage through all possible media, and this is to be done with minimal 

impact to the customer- in this case, LIO. 

In practical terms, when there is a failure in the property, Dalkia ensures repairs through sub-

contracting or do the work themselves.  Some of their activities include replacing old fans to new 

ones that consume less electrical energy and giving suggestions on how to optimize operation 

time or energy wise, in this case, educating the tenants in optimal processes of operation. Also 

they find solutions to reduce water consumption in the building. Dalkia partners with Siemens in 

finding solutions to the problems in the buildings.  

“Siemens is a partner as we discuss the problems when the problems occur in buildings. We 

jointly develop solutions to reduce energy consumption in buildings”, Jenny Persson- Dalkia 

Energy & Building Services AB 

Following this, we review the current outcome of the project so far.  

4.8.1 Results so far 

The construction and installation of new systems was completed in 2008 and it took one and a 
half years to finish. The project is currently in the third year of the third phase. The interim 

results of the project are: 

 Energy efficiency:  16 083 MWh/year 

- Key figure: approx. 30 KWh/m² 

- 12 % decrease of the total usage of energy 

- 17 % decrease of the energy used in property management 
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 Water savings: 28 557 m³/year 

 Environment (due to both energy efficiency and converting oil heaters to more 

environmentally friendly alternatives). Yearly reduction in discharge of harmful gases are 

as follows: 

• CO2 : 2290 tons /year 

• SOX : 1446 kg/year 

• NOX : 2903 kg/year 

Against the base years of 2005/2006, projected guaranteed monetary savings was set at 60, 857 

572, 59 SEK. However, the total savings realized by year end 2010, which was just ending the 

second year of phase 3 is 8 001 134, 85 SEK. While in December 2009, the end of the first year 

of phase 3, projected guaranteed monetary savings was set at SEK 69 872 421, 71 and total 

savings realized was SEK 9 072 744, 07, a clear indication exceeded projections 

(Energymyngigheten Sverige 2009)36 

Source: Project Report by Siemens Building Technologies Global Energy Information Solution. 

Dated: 200937 

The graph in figure 11 indicates that between 1995 and 2009, the energy consumption of 

Landstinget was reduced from 300 to 200 KWh/Kvm, with significant decreases from 2002 to 

2009. 

In 2007, “Sustainable Energy Europe 2005-2008” a European campaign to raise awareness and 

change the landscape of energy awarded for Landstinget i Östergötland with a sustainable energy 

partner certificate in the area of demonstration and dissemination projects with respect to the 

EPC project (Hallberg 2007) 

 

 

 

                                                                 

36
 http://www.energ imyndigheten.se/sv/Foretag/Energieffektivisering-i-foretag/Stall-krav-vid -

inkop/Energ itjanster/Nationella -energitjanstprojekt/Mallar-och-upphandlingschecklistor/ [2011-05-12, 2011].  

37
http://www.nwe.siemens.com/sweden/internet/se/press1/fackpress/energy/Pages/110223_Siemens_gasturbinbestall

ningar_fran_Thailand.aspx [05/01, 2011].  

 

http://www.energimyndigheten.se/sv/Foretag/Energieffektivisering-i-foretag/Stall-krav-vid-inkop/Energitjanster/Nationella-energitjanstprojekt/Mallar-och-upphandlingschecklistor/
http://www.energimyndigheten.se/sv/Foretag/Energieffektivisering-i-foretag/Stall-krav-vid-inkop/Energitjanster/Nationella-energitjanstprojekt/Mallar-och-upphandlingschecklistor/
http://www.nwe.siemens.com/sweden/internet/se/press1/fackpress/energy/Pages/110223_Siemens_gasturbinbestallningar_fran_Thailand.aspx
http://www.nwe.siemens.com/sweden/internet/se/press1/fackpress/energy/Pages/110223_Siemens_gasturbinbestallningar_fran_Thailand.aspx
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FIGURE 11: Energy Usage after EPC project at Landstinget 

 

Source: Energy efficiency projects in public buildings. Power Point (Hallberg 2007) 

4.8.2 Challenges 

The project has not gone without challenges. The third phase of the project which involves 

management of the systems and the people that operate them.  

“We are facing a problem of motivation and information channeling”  

Lina Hallberg, Energy Controller  

The in-house team at Landstinget faced some challenges in informing the staff on the essence of 

the project and also on further education of the entire working body on behavioral changes that 

will lead to significant changes in energy and water consumption and hence reduce incurred cost 

of these resources.  

In  the second year of the EPC project , in conjunction with Forsknings Institutet (FOI) and the  

Linköping University (LIU), LIO produced a 19 paged brochure entitled “Stoppa Onödan” - a 

Swedish expression for “Stop the unnecessary” to be distributed to all workers in all the three 

organizations.  

The first edition was printed in May 2007 with a further reprint and distribution in August 2007. 

The main reason for this initiative was to get the tenants of all their 28 building in the province to 

get on board the trend and to save energy and water costs for their workplaces. This was 
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primarily aimed at instilling behavioral change and forming the fundamentals for the 

development of a corporate culture that will come to stay and form an active part of the work 

ethics of the staff.   

FIGURE 12: Landstinget Brochure Except. 

                     

 “The main purpose was to give our employees motivation to and examples for reducing their 

consumption of energy” Karin Ramstedt, Environmental Strategist LIO 

Before the brochure was produced and distributed, some employees asked for motivation to 

lower energy consumption, since they did not physically see the direct economic consequence. 

The brochure contains various motivational sketches giving directives on how to save energy in 

the use of computers, copiers, water taps and lighting. An excerpt from the brochure says: 

 “What if all employees shut down their computers when the working day is over? We could save 

over 9 million kronor in one year, equivalent to the cost of 17 nurses!” 

Since the target audience was all employees in the 3 organizations, it was consequently 

distributed to all post-boxes in LIO. 

“Many of the employees appreciated the brochure and thought it was funny” Karin Ramstedt, 

Environmental Strategist LIO 

On the part of Dalkia, the main challenge is the largely technical and complex nature of some of 

the systems involved in their solutions and the fact that repairs largely affect operations of the 

customer. Though they have been able to solve most problems we have encountered, according 

to Jenny Persson, some of the problems has been very complex and large and therefore the 
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problem has been passed on to the property owner – LIO, who then sub-contracts specially 

selected contractors to solve the problem.  

 She however, intimated that another major challenge is the difficulty in dealing with is 

customers' own day-to-day behaviours and activities where they cannot influence too much. 

Thus they cannot control how the tenants respond to their efforts to educate them.  

“They decide on their activities and therefore we can only give advice and suggestions.” 

The biggest on-going challenge though is that LIO keeps increasing energy reduction targets 

every year by 2%. 

In the final chapter of this thesis-chapter 5, we will analyze and discuss the findings and 

implications of this case of this case and make recommendations for current business as well as 

future research in the field. 

CHAPTER 5:  DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

5.1 Green Management Control System (GMCS) 

GMCS is what we have termed a new technology-based internal control system for managing 

operating/overhead cost as well as eco-costs. Clean technology is leveraged as part of 

management control system for cost advantage strategy. We propose green management control 

system (GMCS) as a means through which the whole organization can achieve controllable long 

term cost efficiency. This system fuses clean technology (cleantech) with operations, procedures, 

and organizational culture, and involves stakeholders especially employees and how they 

perceive and deploy organizational resources. GMCS as we have termed it will be in place to 

guide and control employee behavior in the use or organizational resources to ensure reduction in 

operating cost. In the long term, GMCS will generate not only cost benefits but also 

environmental benefits that can be interpreted into social responsibility- an added benefit to an 

organization‟s reputation and equity.  

Based on the case, we believe GMCS implicitly exists within LIO. Implementation of EPC is a 

way of infusing green technology/clean technology into existing infrastructure in order to 

improve their efficiency. The manner in which LIO went about to inform its employees about the 

existence of the project and what the new systems require from them (employees) in terms of 

behavior , mirrors the character of action, and personnel controls. LIO is not however enforcing 

any action controls which will oblige employees to behave in a certain manner.  We are using the 

word implicit because, we think that LIO is implementing GMCS without explicitly knowing or 

without having to carve out an explicit strategy to fuse these two domains – green/clean 

technology and MCS. 

The new strategy we propose mainly seeks to explore how companies can invest in new systems 

that direct the day-to-day functions of employees in order to minimize overhead costs by a 
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substantial amount and to cultivate a body of refined habits and systems that can emerge as part 

of organizational culture and thus a long term cost strategy. 

Implementing Green Management Control System (GMCS) is not a “new comer” for controlling 

and saving organizational costs. A look at New public management theory revealed some initial 

efforts by some authors to focus on refining internal operations of an organizations for cost 

saving. Analyzing the LIO case, and the challenges they faced, we have concluded that GMCS 

requires a number of sub-systems namely; initial investment, culture and a communication plan 

to be sustainable. In the ensuing sections, we present our models describing how GMCS should 

be implemented. We also introduce the idea of how the mentioned sub-systems influence the 

sustenance of GMCS with respect to the identified challenges during the LIO EPC project. Then 

we will discuss the significant effects that GMCS generates. 

5.2 Implementation of GMCS: Models  

The design of GMCS has to be intricate enough to guarantee its effective application. Based on 

literature and the dynamics of the EPC project at LIO – dynamics meaning the challenges faced 

and our proposals regarding pre-conditions or enabling subsystems- we have develop two models 

that trace the path of implementation of GMCS from Macro to the Micro level of an organization.  

We deem to the LIO EPC project to the closest analogy to GMCS. But because LIO is 

undergoing this process or applying this system by virtue of causality; in terms a need to change 

its stock of old equipment with some new technology and needed to find a way to finance the 

change; and secondly, the need to find a means of cutting down energy cost while maintaining 

consistency in the standard of healthcare provision; and reaction to the challenges as the project 

progresses, they do not a conscious systematic process in place to guide the process and give it 

legitimate strategic value.  

Instead of placing GMCS in the position of “reaction to cost problem”, the models we have 

developed aim at paving the way for future organizations to consider GMCS as a fundamental 

strategic option to managing cost and to be implemented in flow cycle throughout the 

organization. A the Macro level, the GMCS process starts from strategy planning through 

budgeting, operation and control where clean technological installations are embedded to 

regulate behavior as part of control. The flow process reverts to strategy planning in a form of 

feedback loop. 

The Macro level GMC depicted in figure13 involves top management‟s long term strategic 

decisions regarding planning, budgeting and operational strategy of the entire organization.  

Upon learning about the EPC project from VSP environmental, coupled with the eagerness to 

solve the equipment and energy problems they were facing, LIO‟s management began to 

strategize on a macro level involving plans of carrying out EPC projects in all their buildings in 
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the province of Östergötland. The public bid for a contractor to carry out the first project was 

part of top management strategy.  

After Siemens was roped in as the contractor, budgeting was concluded in consultations with 

Siemens with noted clarification of LIO‟s goals and targets regarding, what it wanted to achieve 

financially and environmentally.  

After all planning and budgeting, GMCS plunges into operational phase. When looking at the 

case, phase 2 describes GMCS operational level. During this period the client (property owner)„s 

staff oversees and participates in the work so that the knowledge of how 

the buildings should work following conversion was transferred from Siemens to the 

property owner's staff. In this case, Dalkia was heavily involved since they had already been 

contracted by LIO to manage the building and its new systems after conversion to green systems 

was done. At this level, clean technology is installed in the form of indoor climate control and 

heating system alternatives, automated switches, sensors etc.  

“……at the end of phase 2, when all the installation, education and fine tuning are done and the 

building should have achieved a high degree of technical and technological status” 

(Energymyngigheten Sverige 2009)38 

The main objective of GMCS is control and at this stage members of staff are trained about how 

building works. In view of this, the effort then fall on the need for staff to limit their own 

undesirable behaviors through personnel control. Cleantech then forms the basis of action control 

since installed systems equipments automatically control staffs‟ behavior. 

After this stage in the macro level model, top management measures the benchmarked targets 

against current returns and re-strategize accordingly. Organizational units‟ results are reviewed 

in terms of each unit‟s assigned targets. Depending on reached or out of reach targets, the 

feedbacks inform further strategic initiatives planning in terms of reasonable or feasible targets 

to be assigned to each unit. This accounts for result control.   

In figure 14, the divisional level processes of GMCS are depicted. In the case research, we did 

not observe the intricate workings of the EPC project first hand. However, on the basis of our 

literal foundation on MCS, MCS involves all divisional level functions and thus our proposal of 

fusing clean technology with MCS plays out at this level.  

In this second model, we portray how divisional units work to be a part of the whole macro 

system. 

 

                                                                 

38
 http://www.energ imyndigheten.se/sv/Foretag/Energieffektivisering-i-foretag/Stall-krav-vid -

inkop/Energ itjanster/Nationella -energitjanstprojekt/Mallar-och-upphandlingschecklistor/ [2011-05-12, 2011].  
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FIGURE13: Macro- level GMCS, Own Model. 

 

The micro level model vividly describes a cyclical process of GMCS at the divisional level. In 

MCS theory, strategic decisions from top management are made visible through translation into 

activities carried out at the divisional units. After the budgeting process mention in the macro 

level model, targets are assigned to the divisional units that guide their activities.  

In model makes provision for cases where strategic decisions from the top will have to be revised 

and budgets re- forecasted due to conflicts of interest between organizational and divisional goal 

as well as individual employee goals. It could also be for reasons of unrealistic targets. This is 

necessary because too optimal and too high target would generate motivation and commitment 

problems (Merchant, Van der Stede 2007), which are detrimental to the optimal functionality of 

GMCS. At LIO, top management in conjunction with Siemens decided on the costs and 

expenditure for the entire project and the savings projections.  

In the next step in the model, when clean technology is being installed, the plan is introduced 

into division level, which means every person in every department gets involved in the process. 

Every department is assigned target savings at this point to work towards. This is the base of 

result control. This involvement comprises first of training and awareness programs which the 

LIO is currently undertaking with brochures and other communiqués.  
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After this there is a focus on control. MCS theory describes two aspects; controlling and 

monitoring. The role of clean technology is action control. The installments automatically 

control staffs‟ undesirable behavior, i.e. improper and careless usage of equipment and resources.  

In personnel control, trained and educated staffs can consciously regulate their behaviors. With 

training, every employee would perfectly understand the goals of the organization and motivate 

themselves to accomplish those goals. Beside, using personnel control increases employees‟ self-

monitoring behavior. The model recognizes that personal regulation on the part of trained staff is 

not automatic and there is provision for contrary behavioral tendencies. Monitoring at the 

divisional level takes care of this situation. There may be staff who even though trained and well 

educated on the workings of the installed systems, behave on the contrary due to prioritizing self 

interest at the expense of organizational interests.  In this case, every department needs to 

monitor staffs‟ behavior through observation, restrictions and targets. This measure will ensure 

that staff behavior is desirable. 

Monitoring also involves management of the installed equipment and how they work. In the case 

Dalkia is contracted to undertake this monitoring role.  

“We make sure that everything works as intended”, Jenny Persson - Dalkia Energy & Building 

Services AB. 

Throughout this phase, the most important enabling factor is communication. This could either 

be an extensive communication plan detailing targets fro all divisional units as to the frequency 

and content of information relayed to other departments regarding their activities pertaining to 

the GMCS process; or a separate unit set up to coordinate and relay relevant information; in 

order to keep all parties informed accordingly. This, we believe will prevent cases of ignorance 

and excuses of lack of information on the part of stakeholders. 

The next phase of the model is analysis and evaluation. At this stage the organization analysis 

results from the divisional units i.e. if the set targets were achieved regarding cost savings and 

staff performance. 

Also the functioning of installed clean technology equipment is analyzed to ascertain their 

effectiveness. After this, evaluations on eco-cost savings are made based on the divisional level 

analysis and measured against the overall eco-cost savings targets of the organization as a whole. 

The results are communicated through a feedback loop back to top management. The results then 

inform top management on the next phases of strategy planning and budgeting. The cycle then 

continues through the model. 

Both models and how they function direct us towards addressing our research objectives. Firstly, 

they answer the question of the character of GMCS. As to which organizations can use this 

system, we believe that every organization has management control systems, therefore 

depending on availability of the initial investment and the mission of the organization, any type 

of organization can implement GMCS. 
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FIGURE 14: Micro Level GMCS; Own Model 

 

Be it, private or public; for-profit or non-profit; start-up, growing or mature. Secondly, the 

models also describe the functions of result, action and personnel controls in the GMCS. The 

micro level model points out the fact that result controls is based on the outcome /output of the 

process while action and personnel controls are based on internal operations.  

Based on the challenges encountered by LIO we have deduced that the main enabling factor for 

GMCS is culture. With regard to the literature review on organizational culture its character and 

power of influence, we believe that culture then is the soul of GMCS. Meaning that, it is the 

main enabling factor for GMCS to work and to be sustained. Prabhu (2005) suggests that human 

behavior can be largely influenced by culture and he conceptualizes culture as shared knowledge 

and meaning systems for a group of people (pg.114). With regard to sustainability of systems, 
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Herskowitz (1948) as cited by Hawkins (1997) conceptualized culture as “a construct describing 

the total body of belief, behaviour, knowledge, sanctions, values, and goals that make up the way 

of life of a people” ( pg 418).  Therefore if GMCS can become a part of an organization‟s way of 

doing things, a body of values that guides the way an organization is run and how employees 

work and behave, then in the long term the problem of motivating staff and encouraging green 

behavior can be averted. According to Lina Hallberg, LIO is currently facing severe challenge of 

motivation. We believe this motivation problem comes from the orientation of public service 

workers. They detach themselves from the resources they use at work since the  perception is that 

the government owns all the resources and not them. This attitude is deeply embedded in the 

culture of public organizations and to change this, there is a need for driving behavioral change 

over a long period of time within the ranks of the organization. Along a time dimension, there is 

a high probability that a behavioral changes will manifest into cultural control that will become 

part of the way of the organization and thus sustain the process of GMCS. This task of driving 

behavioral change is as much a human resource management issue as it is a cultural issue. 

Therefore at the micro level of organizations, the human resource unit is most important in this 

regard if change is to be effected. 

Other enabling factors we have identified based on the challenges they face are; a 

communication plan and initial investment capital. `Lina Hallberg expressed the view that most 

of the staff did not even know that there was a project underway, in fact she said they didn‟t 

know that the program existed.  In view of this, we believe that a communication plan detailing 

how information on the GMCS tool such as EPC will be disseminated in terms of processes and 

timelines will enable the successful implementation of GMCS. With reference to figure 14, we 

have highlighted the importance of effective and constant communication throughout the micro-

level process of implementing GMCS. This is to say that, all units of the organization at the 

divisional level have should have the mutual responsibility of relaying relevant information to 

other divisional units through written notices e.g., memos and brochures or electronic means 

such as emails and alerts, in order that all parties are involved and informed accordingly. 

The initial investment enabling factor was conceived out of the fact that, installation of 

clean/green systems is a costly venture. LIO had substantial assistance of 22 million SEK 

amounting to 25% of the total cost from the Swedish government. This enabled and propelled the 

EPC project‟s implementation. Other organizations may not have the capital required for 

embarking on GMCS; they may not have recourse to governmental funds or otherwise and as 

such the initial investment capital is likely to pose as a setback for the initiation and/or 

continuance of the GMCS. In view of this, we believe the availability of the initial investment 

capital for the installation of green systems is a key enabling factor of GMCS. On the other hand, 

not all organizations may face this setback, meaning that some organizations may actually have 

the kind of funds required to carry out such a project. For this reason this enabling factor does 

not primarily fir into out models since it depends very much on the financial standing of an 

organization. 
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5.3 Effects of GMCS   

GMCS generates both financial and non-financial gains, a double edged sword. Based on the 

theoretical insights presented in chapter 3, costs which have indirect or direct effects on the 

environment can be seen as eco-costs (Yahya, Boussabaine 2006). These eco-costs represent the 

category of costs that the new GMCS addresses while on the other hand, generating other non-

financial gains which we shall address in the ensuing section.  

Consistent with the idea that GMCS represents, LIO has launched a new system which optimizes 

operations alongside minimizing resource waste in relation with costs. Through the implementation of the 

new system, LIO is recording significant improvements in eco-costs. Generally there has been a decline 

in actual cost since 2009. Drawing on the financial statement of LIO in 2009, which is the last year 

of phase 2, savings of 9 million SEK were realized with regard to total spending on utilities 

compared to the year before (2008). Of the 9 million, which energy savings amounted to 3% and 

water savings 24%. At the micro- level, LIO has examined every activity which can essentially be 

refined to add up in total eco-costs savings in its day-to-day operations be it, in the use of 

computers, light switches and water taps. The project management company-Dalkia has outlined 

the various saving potentials of the new technologies installed in the buildings in plain and 

simple words and figures in order that the ordinary worker fully understands their role and 

significance in achieving the project goals. This fact was expatiated in section 5.4.2 when we 

addressed the communication plan as a sub-system of the GMCS. With this initial achievement 

and with the aim of increasing energy savings targets by 2% every year, we believe with 

consistency in the management of the 3rd phase, LIO will make much more significant gains with 

time.  

Besides the financial gains, LIO has achieved minimal cost-efficiency so far without necessarily 

exploring and solely depending on the traditional cost drivers elaborated in chapter 2 39. And with 

the project on-going, we anticipate optimal maximum cost efficiency.   In this way, cost saving 

highly depends on employees‟ behaviors and actions and technologies put in place to harness and 

direct this collective behavior which we have termed as green behavior. Employee behavior can 

be regulated within a set of standards set by an organization in the form of terms and conditions 

binding to all. If all of employees‟ actions in relation with waste are being controlled and limited 

by set standards, - the violation of which are significantly punishable- then the costs accruing out 

of behavior related actions can be dramatically reduced. In this sense, that new cost strategy is 

more controllable with regard to external shocks from the business eco-system such as the 

consequences of oil price hikes on the cost of raw material, logistics, etc. This is because the 

modalities for controlling costs are within the confines of the organization. LIO is using action 

and personnel controls to regulate employee behavior with regard to EPC project‟s cost saving 

targets. As elaborated in section 4.8.2, LIO has circulated brochures informing employees about 

the project and required behavior, including the benefits of such behavior to the organization. 
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 Chapter 2, 2.2.1 
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This effort is an element of personnel control 40 . According to Lina Hallberg (2010), the 

organization intends to embark on this in-house information circulation exercise on a regular 

basis. The installations made regarding automatic sensory equipment, etc, as part of the EPC 

project, function to automatically control the employees in the use of equipment. This is an 

element of action control41. 

Another important effect of GMCS is the attainment of a “green” corporate image. The efficient 

utilization of resources and energy reduces pollution and coupled with the evident technological 

systems in place in its buildings in the county, LIO has gradually become known as an 

environmentally friendly organization.   

“…everything is so efficient that we cleaners cannot even waste water or electricity when 

cleaning, even if out of negligence or forgetfulness! Everything turns off automatically, it is 

highly environmentally friendly!” Anita Attivor- Cleaning personnel at ISS (Danish cleaning 

company responsible for cleaning LIO buildings)42 

At the same time, the concern for environmental issues is portrayed as an integral part of the 

mission statement of LIO and has Implementation of EPC is a step in the fulfillment of its 

mission objectives. 

A phrase in the circulated brochure reads: “Through simple but important steps we can conserve 

natural resources and reduce our carbon footprint significantly - while saving large amounts 

economically. These are measures that we all profit from and it is an easy step on our way to 

achieve parliamentary environmental quality where the ultimate goal is to have a society where 

environmental problems are solved.” 

The current outcomes of the EPC project reported in chapter 3- yearly reductions in the 

discharge of harmful gases; carbon dioxide (CO2) by 2290 tons /year, Sulphur Monoxide (SOX) 

by 1446 kg/year and Nitric oxide (NOX) by 2903 kg/year- are promising results considering that 

the project is still on-going and projects even better outcomes in the future.  

Through EPC, LIO is not only in the process of enhancing controlled long-run financial 

performance but is also simultaneously partly fulfilling its environmental conservation goals in 

line with the Swedish government‟s environmental strategy initiative. We are convinced that 

green technology based management control systems will consequentially increase efficiency 

and minimize consumption of energy, water and in the future other inputs such as paper.   

5.4 Implications, Recommendations for Future Research 

Although this system is deduced from a public sector initiative, which is not profit-oriented, it 

also paves the way for profit organizations, particularly for organizations which are at the mature 
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 Cf. 3.2.3 
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 Cf. 3.2.3 
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stage of their lifecycle to leverage this alternative cost cutting strategy. Drawing on (Grant 

2010)‟s research, the main objective of a mature organization is to emphasize on cost efficiency. 

Grant assumes that an organization in its mature tenure may have exhausted the conventional 

means of cutting cost. Based on this we argue that it becomes increasingly difficult for an 

organization of this nature to sustain cost advantage in the long term under current volatile 

market conditions. Accordingly, GMCS shifts attention a new internally controllable means of 

cutting cost (eco-costs) by improving operational efficiency through green technology. 

GMCS also has implications for start-ups and companies that operate on smaller scales. Since 

most newly established companies operate on a negative gross profit margin, GMCS offers a 

feasible solution to long term cost control and survival.  

Considering companies who have not yet fully exploited traditional cost strategies, and are 

having sustainability challenges, they can use a “jump” strategy; that is; a direct jump to green 

management controls systems without bothering too much on conventional cost strategies. Or 

furthermore, a simultaneous exploitation of old and new cost strategies.  

GMCS opens up new area in cost management research, following areas such as the resource 

based view (RBV) of competitive advantage and New Public Management (NPM): a new 

alternative; „green‟ method for companies to pursue and sustain cost efficiency.  Future 

researchers following up in this area can; 

1. Pursue a longer term study of EPC projects in order to have firm quantitative conclusions 

on the final outcomes, 

2. Track the development of GMCS in an organization regardless of its type, and  

3. Study and track the process of cultural change towards green behavior and its outcomes.  

GMCS also makes a literary contribution to cost management literature. 

CONCLUSION 

The pursuit of long-term cost efficiency in green management control system describes a 

strategic direction on the basis of management control systems and the environmental 

management area.  

At the theoretical level, achieving long-term cost efficiency requires organizations to move 

beyond the conventional cost advantages. Because organizations nowadays operate within an 

unstable business eco-system, the conventional cost advantage strategies elaborated in chapter 2 

inevitably constitute uncontrollable factors. Thus, organizations need to shift their attention from 

external cost drivers to internal cost drivers. How an organization can achieve the double 

objectives of long-term cost efficiency on the one hand and sustainability on the other hand is a 

dilemma for most managers and Green Management Control Systems, in our opinion, is a most 

feasible way of shifting attention to internal cost drivers to solve this dilemma. We believe that, 
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if implemented effectively, i.e. making the investment into green technology and simultaneously 

controlling employee behavior, while building new changes in organizational culture; it will turn 

out to be a high yielding venture in the long run in terms of cost control and sustaining the 

business and added equity or value.  

The EPC project is so far one of the most viable tools we have identified and effective 

management of the project promises high yields that make a significant difference in cost 

management. GMCS as we have developed it may be more theoretical than practical, but we do 

not deem that as a set back or limitation but rather a large stepping stone for positive criticism 

and further development in the fields of cost strategy, internal control, and management as a 

whole. 
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Appendices 

 

APPENDIX 1a 

Questionnaire 1: Lina Hallberg, Energy controller, LIO.  

1. Are you involved in a procedure/program to minimize the consumption of resources?  

2. What is the motivation for this program? Is it for environmental concerns or is it 

primarily a matter of cost? 

3. Are you involving your employees in this effort? 

4. How do you promote this initiative especially among the employees?  

5. What problems are you facing with getting employees involved and appreciative of 

the program? 

6. At what level of your organization does this program apply to? 

7. Can you walk us through the details of the program, initial investment, phases, etc?  

8. What are the significant savings so far, and projected saving in energy and water 

usage and how long do you estimate for complete payback? 

APPENDIX 1b 

Questionnaire 2: Key Account Manager at the building technologies department, Siemens. 

1. What is EPC? How is normally funded?  

2. How many organizations have you carried EPC for?  

3. What is different phrase involved in the project? Normally how long it takes to 

complete to each phrase? 

4. When were your constructed by Landstinget to carry out this project?  

5. What are specifications:  deadline, budget, project team constructions (who are 

involved) 

6. So far with Landstinget project, what are the constraints or challenges? 

7. Do you think EPC is a valuable option for long-term cost saving? 

8.  Is it part of your job as a constructor to motive and teach the tenants on the purposes 

of this project?  

APPENDIX 1c 

Questionnaire 3: Jenny Persson, Site manager, Dalkia Energy and Building Services AB.  

1. What is Dalkia's specialty with regards to energy conservation and management?  

2. How long has Dalkia been involved with the EPC project in general and at LIO? 
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3. What exactly does Dalkia do in terms of managing the systems in the LIO buildings? 

(Practical information) 

4. Are you involved in educating the tenants as well?  

5. What is the agreement between Dalkia and LIO in terms of how long you will be 

managing their buildings and what are the targets in terms of energy savings? 

6. How is Siemens involved with your work at LIO? 

7. What are problems or challenges in managing the buildings?  

8. Have you been able to solve them, or some? 
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APPENDIX 2: Market Price Indicators for China, 1987-2008 

            (preceding year=100) 

Year 

      Producer Purchasing 
Price Index 

for 

Consumer 
Urban Rural 

Price Index Price Index for Investment 

Price for Manufactured Raw Material, in Fixed 

Assets Index Household Household Goods Fuel and Power 

              

1978 100.7 100.7                100.1     

1990 103.1 101.3 104.5 104.1 105.6   

                                                     

1991 103.4 105.1 102.3 106.2 109.1 109.5 

1992 106.4 108.6 104.7 106.8 111.0 115.3 

1993 114.7 116.1 113.7 124.0 135.1 126.6 

1994 124.1 125.0 123.4 119.5 118.2 110.4 

1995 117.1 116.8 117.5 114.9 115.3 105.9 

                                                     

1996 108.3 108.8 107.9 102.9 103.9 104.0 

1997 102.8 103.1 102.5 99.7 101.3 101.7 

1998 99.2 99.4 99.0 95.9 95.8 99.8 

1999 98.6 98.7 98.5 97.6 96.7 99.6 

2000 100.4 100.8 99.9 102.8 105.1 101.1 

              

2001 100.7 100.7 100.8 98.7 99.8 100.4 

2002 99.2 99.0 99.6 97.8 97.7 100.2 

2003 101.2 100.9 101.6 102.3 104.8 102.2 

2004 103.9 103.3 104.8 106.1 111.4 105.6 

2005 101.8 101.6 102.2 104.9 108.3 101.6 

              

2006 101.5 101.5 101.5 103.0 106.0 101.5 

2007 104.8 104.5 105.4 103.1 104.4 103.9 

2008 105.9 105.6 106.5 106.9 110.5 108.9 
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Abbreviations and Terms 

GMCS-Green Management Control Systems (4,6,19,22,25,26,27,28,29,31,32,33,34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59) 

MCS-Management Control Systems (2, 3, 4, 5, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 34, 49, 51, 52, 53, 68) 

Cleantech-Clean Technology (2, 5, 22, 23, 28, 29, 31, 32, 35, 28, 49, 51, 52, 53, 66) 

Greentech- Green Technology (2, 3, 22, 23, 25, 26, 30, 31, 33, 34, 49, 57, 58, 59)  

EPC-Energy Performance Contracting (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 41 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 49, 

50, 51, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60)  

LIO- Landstinget i Östergötland (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 46, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 

52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60) 

RBV-Resource based View (1, 58) 

NPM-New Public Management (2, 7, 8, 39, 50, 58, 70) 

BPR-Business Process Re-engineering (12, 25, 18, 38) 

SCA-Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolaget (29, 30, 31, 70) 

EUR-Euro (7, 30) 

EU-European Union (30, 40, 43) 

US-United States (41) 

EDF-Electricité de France (36, 45) 

IEI- Department of Management and Engineering, Linköping University (36) 

SEK-Swedish Monetary Unit (39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 46, 55, 56)  

Öre- Swedish divisional monetary unit (39) 

ESCO-Energy Services Company (41, 42, 43) 

FOI-Forsknings Institutet (47) 

LIU- Linköpings Universitet (37, 47)  

Stoppa Onöndan- Swedish expression meaning “Stop the unnecessary” (46) 

GWh- Gigawatt (per hour), unit of energy (30) 

MWh- Megawatt/hour, unit of energy (45) 

KWh-Kilowatt/hour, unit if energy (30) 
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Kvm- abbreviation for keyboard, video, or visual display unit, mouse: a hardware device that allows 

a user to control multiple computers from a single keyboard, video monitor and mouse (51, 53)  

M-Meters (43, 45, 46)  

Kg-Kilograms (46, 57)  

Co2-Carbon Dioxide (43, 48, 57)  

SOx-  Sulphur Monoxide (46, 57)  

NOx- Nitric Oxide (46, 57)   

Tons- a unit of measure (46, 47) 
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